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COVER STORY

by Pamela Dittmer McKuen

Hot Topics, Trends and Issues
for Community Associations

state of the industry

report*2020
HO T TO PIC S, TRE ND S & ISS UES

For 24 years, the annual Condo Lifestyles State-of-the-Industry has brought together
hundreds of association professionals, homeowners and volunteers for an enlightening program of education,
networking and camaraderie. The event is the signature production of MCD Media, publisher of Condo Lifestyles
and Chicagoland Buildings & Environments and websites.

T

his year, as we all know, has been
extraordinarily different. The
deadly, fast-spreading coronavirus, known as
COVID-19, has shut down much of the world
and nearly all in-person gatherings in efforts to
keep people safe.
Despite the virus, the needs and obligations of community associations are essential
and ongoing. Managers, contractors, lawyers,
accountants, maintenance workers and others
have adapted to our new reality. They are continuing their work with new safety precautions
and methodologies. As with any non-pandemic

year, a myriad of hot topics, trends and issues
continue to emerge.
For the obvious and necessary reasons of
social distancing, MCD Media’s traditional
State-of-the-Industry program did not convene
at the Chicago Cultural Center as planned. But
we did adapt, just as you have adapted since the
coronavirus uprooted our personal, private and
professional lives.
Every year Michael C. Davids, president
and founder of MCD Media, formally opens
the event with his heartwarming welcome.
Today we hand him the virtual microphone:
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"We regret that we could not hold our annual
luncheon seminar scheduled for December 10,
2020, in person, so in an effort to simulate the
event, we have produced a digital version
(PDF) that included articles that replicate our
most popular agenda items and summarize the
key content: the Legal and Legislative Update,
and the Community Association Industry Hot
Topics, Trends & Challenges panel discussion.
The legal update and some current legal questions are covered in an article titled ‘Lessons
Learned from 2020 as We Plan for 2021’ and
the hot topics panel discussion is part of this
article. In addition to a legislative and case law
update, we also recognized and expressed our
appreciation to our Advisory Board, committee
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members and sponsors.
COVID-19 has impacted us all in many
and varied ways that most of us never thought
possible. The community association industry
has been impacted more than most as residents
typically live in close proximity to each other
and share common entrances and facilities. For
the most part, companies that serve this market
have done an excellent job of adapting and
meeting the challenges created by the pandemic.
Although we are all growing tired of having to

deal with COVID-19, it is important nonetheless
for us to report on what has happened to date,
and share ideas as to how we can continue to
meet its many challenges. We hope you find this
information useful and we’d be glad to receive
any feedback or input you may have.
My wish for the coming year is that we all
do our absolute best to stay safe, healthy and
consider the health of others in all that we do
until modern medicine can help bring us relief
from the grips of COVID-19.”

PANEL DISCUSSION:

HOT TOPICS, TRENDS & CHALLENGES
Taking new form this year is the “Hot
Topics, Trends and Challenges” panel discussion during which leading professionals offer
their insights and views on the most pertinent
issues facing practitioners, board members and
associations. This year’s panelists responded to
questions via email and telephone interviews.
The 2020 panelists are: David Barnhart,
vice president of condominium management,
The Habitat Company, Chicago; Michael
Bonick, principal, Kellermeyer Godfryt Hart
architects and engineers, DesPlaines; Brian
Butler, senior vice president, FirstService Residential, Chicago; William DeMille, president,
Chicagoland Community Management,
Chicago; Adam Sanders, project engineer and
team leader, Elara Engineering, Hillside; Peter
Santangelo, president, Wintrust Community
Advantage, Barrington; Thomas Skweres, vice
president, ACM Community Management, a
Division of RealManage, Downers Grove; and
Jason Wilen and Mike Naponelli, both senior
associates at Klein & Hoffman architectural
and structural engineering, Chicago.
In brief summary, the panelists reported
exterior capital projects mostly carried on
despite COVID-19, although adjustments were
made. Most interior projects are on hold or proceeding slowly due to concerns about potential
viral transmissions. Associations report greater
expenditures for cleaning and sanitation measures, but, happily, no widespread financial losses
or assessment deficiencies. All recognize the
need to carefully monitor pandemic conditions
and are hopeful that we will see positive results
from vaccines and therapies.
An edited version of our panelists’
responses follows:
Q: What types of capital projects did
you see being done in 2020?
ADAM SANDERS: In the condominium market,
we are seeing viral transmission measures being pursued for exercise rooms, lobbies and other common
areas. Additionally, building control modifications and
upgrades are being implemented to enhance ventilation and reduce the likelihood of the transmission of
airborne viruses.

Also, due to elevated lake levels, several buildings
are experiencing water seepage and are pursuing dewatering projects. Plumbing riser studies, plumbing
riser implementations and equipment replacement
projects (i.e. boilers, chillers, AHUs, etc.) continue to
remain a driving force in the industry.
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PETER SANTANGELO:

Associations have been
still moving forward with capital improvement
repairs and replacement projects even during the
pandemic. Projects we noticed were prevalent this
year were facades, risers and roofs. Associations this
year more than ever were incorporating the loan
repayment into the regular assessments; however,
we did see quite a few special assessments implemented for loan repayment.

WILLIAM DEMILLE:

I’ve got buildings that have
plumbing projects going on and buildings doing significant exterior maintenance. One building is embarking
on a riser project. It’s moving along. The building
bought half a dozen hospital-grade UV machines to
disinfect units if the residents want it. Another property in the suburbs where they have a rewiring project
that requires going into the units and walls, that
project is pretty much on hold because too many
people don’t want anyone in their units.

Q: How did COVID-19 affect capital projects this
year? Are certain types of projects done or
not done because of the virus?
JASON WILEN AND MIKE NAPONELLI:

While some projects were delayed in getting started
and not all planned work went forward, Klein &
Hoffman has been fortunate to move ahead with
most of the types of repair/forensic and structural
work we normally do. In some cases, clients decided

to take on additional work where normally fully occupied buildings were empty or sparsely populated.
For projects in Chicago, there was some worry early
in the COVID-19 crisis that construction projects
would be shut down or that building permits would
be hard to obtain. Thankfully, this did not occur. In
our experience and from what we have heard from
contractors, the Chicago Building Department has
done an excellent job under difficult circumstances
to allow for construction work to proceed with little
or no disruptions.
DAVID BARNHART:

With the onset of COVID-19
this year, projects were very much delayed. The
immediate focus became keeping employees and residents safe. Increased cleaning and sterilization
became the normal day-to-day activities. Those projects that were not put on hold were isolated to areas
where human to human contact could be minimized.
Façade work progressed, garage repair and improvement projects moved forward. Projects such as
plumbing riser replacements were delayed. Any projects that were intrusive into now full-time occupied
units were put on hold. These projects remain on
hold particularly with COVID surging.

MICHAEL BONICK:

The onset of the virus and
the stay-at-home order in March couldn’t have come
at a worse time for associations considering capital
projects in 2020. Many projects were already well
underway or about to begin as the weather started
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to improve, leaving many boards faced with some
difficult questions. Do we keep moving forward? How
long will the shutdown last? How will this affect our
assessments long-term? For those that were ready to
begin their façade restoration projects, we saw board
reactions across the whole spectrum. A great number
of them decided to push their projects to 2021, not
necessarily with concern for cash flow, but disruption
to a building full of residents already on-edge with
the pandemic, and now working and schooling from
home. Many other boards decided to plow through
and get the work done while the money was in place,
or they were forced to keep going to address leaks or
safety issues.
BRIAN BUTLER:

We saw relatively little disruption for building exterior projects (façade maintenance, landscaping, roof and garage repairs),
whereas building interior projects were reviewed to
provide protective protocols related to COVID-19.
Careful scheduling with residents, universal maskwearing, and updated sanitation schedules were
implemented at many associations that were undergoing interior projects. These projects included: riser
replacements, hallway carpeting and remodeling
projects, window replacement projects, and elevator
modernizations.

DEMILLE: It depends on the project. If you have a
major plumbing problem where people aren’t getting
enough water or hot water, they are a little more
amenable to letting a contractor into the unit to do

CONDO LIFESTYLES
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that project. It runs the gamut of residents who are
afraid and residents who are not afraid. I have residents who will not come outside their units, but
that’s not the norm. I think the average person is
doing the best they can do to get on with their life
and do what they need to get done.

Q: What types of special adjustments were
made for Covid-19 on projects you were
involved with this year?
BONICK:

Façade and roof contractors were generally very accommodating of associations’ needs,
working shorter hours, off-hours or limiting noisy
work to certain hours of the day—whatever it took.
And in most cases, this worked out fine. But we also
saw our share of irate residents. Let’s just say they
were ‘expressing themselves’ on a daily basis, and
some of them to a borderline criminal extent. It’s
been tough on everyone, for sure.

SANDERS:

As everyone is aware, remote online
meetings have been heavily relied upon for coordination. Contractors are taking measures to maintain
safe work environments including wearing masks,
social distancing, temperature checks, regular
cleaning of spaces, etc. Additionally, while it has
always been our practice to include increased levels
of filtration for good indoor air quality on all of our
projects, there is increased attention and opportunity
to build-in filtration and control enhancements
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specifically targeted at reducing the likelihood of airborne virus transmission within buildings (i.e. MERV13
filters, UV filtration, bipolar ionization, increased ventilation, building flushes, etc.) where projects are
already ongoing (i.e. AHU replacements). Equipment
manufacturers have also published extended lead
times on specific equipment due to COVID-19 related
manufacturing delays. As a result, equipment lead
times are an even more significant factor in design
selections that we evaluate upfront wherever possible.
WILEN AND NAPONELLI: Given the large shift
from working in an office setting to working from
home, a lot of collaboration occurred between Klein &
Hoffman project managers and condominium
associations and apartment owners to provide options
for reducing the noise and vibration burden associated
with various repair types. In a few instances where
substantial repairs were planned for residential
buildings, projects were delayed until 2021; however,
we found that most projects moved forward and
were successful.
SANTANGELO: We have not made any adjustments

for projects that are being financed, and associations
seem to be moving forward with needed repairs.

01/21

Q: What is your forecast for capital improvement
projects in 2021? Are some properties holding
back on projects because of COVID-19 or
possible delinquent assessments or other
financial issues?
DEMILLE:

I think projects for residential properties
in 2021 will be pretty much like 2020. It will be a
property-by-property and project-by-project basis. If
it’s not better in terms of projects, at least more
people are learning how to deal with this.

BARNHART:

Try and get back on track with 2020
projects that have been delayed and to prepare for
scheduled 2021 projects. We are waiting for widespread COVID vaccination to be implemented before
unit-intrusive projects are restarted.

SANTANGELO:

We anticipate moving forward as
normal and continue to ask our clients if they see
any deterioration in their delinquencies.

BONICK:

Now as we approach the winter amidst
the worsening pandemic, I see associations again
worried about next spring and whether or not those
deferred projects should move forward. I think most
residents have grown accustomed to working from
home at this point, so noisy work is less of an issue.
And while I haven’t heard of any buildings fearing
imminent assessment collection issues, the longer
the pandemic lasts the more those fears will grow.
But I’m optimistic that we will survive another winter,
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the virus and an uncertain economy, and come spring
we’ll at least be able to see the light at the end of
the tunnel. 2020 is almost over!
SANDERS: Projects for viral transmissions are
being pursued while most equipment replacement
projects continue to progress. Typical equipment
replacement projects are centered in mechanical
rooms and result in a natural separation of workers
from building occupants. Additionally, equipment and
MEP infrastructure replacements due to failure and
age are essential to the continued operation of buildings, especially multifamily buildings that serve as
the primary residence for many of the building occupants. Thus, they often cannot be avoided and are
best planned for in advance to ensure the right
project is pursued at a competitive cost.

Q: What types of financial issues, such as
delinquent assessments, are associations
facing because of COVID-19?
DEMILLE: Whether or not associations are raising
assessments depends on need. If a project can be put
off for a year or two, they might be doing that. I
think the overall average association is going to have
a minor increase, more close to the cost of living
than anything else. I don’t see anyone in our portfolio
that is really being financially stressed at this point,
but who knows what happens tomorrow? I think that
everybody in this industry from our management
personnel and assistant management and maintenance personnel has been lucky to be classified as

essential workers and have still been able to work. I
feel very bad for people who either own their businesses or work in restaurants that are not going to
reopen. I haven’t seen that translate to financial
stress in our properties but it could. It’s something
we are watching for. I think associations as a whole
have been good about working with owners who
come to them and say, ‘I’m having financial difficulties because I lost my job to COVID-19. I’m not trying
to not pay you, but I need some accommodation.’
Down the road there might be a ripple effect because
associations have to foreclose and banks will have
properties on their hands, but we’re not there.

We have not had any condominium clients hold back
on projects for those specific reasons to date. Other
segments of the construction industry have seen a
slowdown. As a result, the bidding environment is
favorable to clients as contractors are looking for
work. We anticipate the bidding environment to continue to be favorable for the near future with consideration to the current economic climate.
BUTLER:

We are in the height of budget season
right now for the vast majority of our clients who
operate fiscally on the calendar year. We are seeing
relative adherence to the capital planning outlined in
the reserve study for each association. We have
counseled our clients to maintain a focus on both
short- and long-term goals through the budgeting
plans. Also, necessary capital maintenance should
continue to be planned as we move forward into 2021
to avoid costlier repair projects in the future for
deferred maintenance.
SKWERES: I see boards looking closely at all contracts, including management contracts, to make
sure that they are getting all the services specified in
them. I believe vendors and contractors will see
tougher negotiations ahead because of this.
WILEN AND NAPONELLI: As structural and
architectural engineers, Klein and Hoffman is often
asked by our clients to assist with budgetary planning by providing building assessments and cost estimates for potential structural, façade, roofing and
waterproofing work. Requests for such assistance
have continued to come in indicating that most of
our clients are planning for such work in 2021. We
have also noticed that many of our clients have
adjusted to the realities of COVID-19 and have
invested in efforts to keep building occupants, visitors, and vendors safe inside their buildings and
properties. Most contractors and design professionals
have also adjusted work practices based on COVID19-related guidance from local, state and federal
authorities. Lastly, we have been asked by some
clients to assist with prioritizing future restoration
work so that they will have the information they need
to be flexible should financial realities require important work to occur sequentially.
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BARNHART:

None in particular. We’ve seen more
expenditures on cleaning supplies and plexiglass
shielding for employees. The urban lakefront condominium associations are faring pretty well in terms
of delinquent assessment collection. Collections have
not impaired the ability to move forward with capital projects.

SANTANGELO:

At this point in time, we have not
seen any adjustments made for projects or a significant increase in delinquent assessments. We have
discussed with all our clients if they are seeing delinquency issues during this time, and most have said
collections have not dramatically increased.

SKWERES: We do not see a lot of people paying
their assessments late at this point. Some boards,
though, are becoming stricter with following their
delinquency policies. I don’t see boards putting off
the planning of major capital projects, although I
think they will approach them more cautiously. Exterior projects will probably move ahead, but there will
be a lot more to consider on indoor projects. I think
there will be more analysis of money requirements,
and management will be pushed to take a more
aggressive role with borrowing options and obtaining
quality vendors at competitive prices. Boards tried to
keep assessment or increases low for 2021, again due
to the uncertain economic and political climate.

As a company, we have had some boards request
funds or relief on the cost of property inspections
that they contracted for, since many inspections were
not done on building interiors for a few months. For
boards that have complained we doubled up on
inspections or credited fees back to our clients.
BUTLER:

Boards have a fiduciary duty to the communities they represent and we are counseling our
boards to maintain a careful focus on several key
factors including resident safety, the nature of the
project and its immediate need, financial planning
and resources, as well as delinquency rates. We
began monitoring the relative financial health of our
associations earlier last spring, specifically related to
the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. At
this time, we have not yet seen systemic negative
impact on associations as a whole related to higher
delinquency rates; however, we recognize that the
longer this pandemic continues that higher delinquencies may become more acute.
We have also seen higher interest by board members
to review current debt they may be carrying to refinance into more favorable repayment plans or to utilize financing to address building capital repairs due
to one of the most favorable interest rate environments in decades. Our FirstService Financial team
has saved tens of thousands of dollars for individual
associations just by refinancing existing debt for our
customer base alone.
We have seen several areas of rising costs for associations in light of the economic situation in 2020.
Predominantly, we have seen a hardening of the
insurance market which has led to a trend of higher
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premiums for common coverages from several carriers and potentially impacted deductible levels. We
recommended that boards consider these expenses,
along with allocating additional funds for sanitation
supplies and PPE for staff. While many of the costs
in 2020 have been unexpected due to the fastmoving nature of the pandemic, we have more data
now to plan for another year in which it will continue to affect our daily lives.

Q: How have social distancing and virtual
meetings impacted your relationships with
client associations?
SKWERES:

Zoom or videoconference meetings are
effective, and I think will be a norm for the future.
The meetings and presentations that I have attended
and done seem to run smoothly and better. Everyone
seems to be respectful of time and wanting to get
back to whatever is going on around them at home.
Since homeowners do have the ability to participate
in these meetings—at the board’s discretion, they do
not lose out on giving their input.

BARNHART: Zoom meetings have been a huge
help in managing associations and in conducting
board and committee meetings. The same amount of
manpower and time needed to prepare and participate in meetings is still there. I have not seen any
requests to discount management fees or salaries
during the epidemic.
BUTLER:

Management does not consist of one
monthly board meeting but rather continues 24/7
and 365 days a year. The year 2020 has led to a
number of process and governance changes. As a
company, we worked with our boards to adjust to virtual meetings and the true limits of in-person discussions in light of social distancing requirements. When
we can’t get together physically due to these restrictions, we have counseled our boards to improve and
expand on other communication channels to maintain
engagement with the communities. Newsletters, regular email updates, virtual social events and others
have helped keep communities bound together
during these challenging times.

Q: What additional “hot topics” are associations
and managers looking at these days?
WILEN AND NAPONELLI:

For community associations, as with all building owners in the City of
Chicago, a long-planned update to the Chicago
Building Code became mandatory for construction
projects. New energy-related provisions came on line
in January, and new building and restoration provisions became effective on August 1. As such changes
apply when a permit is issued, much of the work we
did this year fell under the old code as permits for
restoration work were obtained before August 1. For
2021 projects in Chicago, work will have to comply
with the new code. In our experience, it takes a while
for clients and design professionals to become
familiar with a new code. At Klein and Hoffman, we
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have staff that participated on City of Chicago code
committees and have analyzed the new code to
determine where requirements have become more
stringent. Some of the biggest changes in stringency
affect roofing projects. Klein and Hoffman has developed a number of presentations to bring building
owners, contractors, and our staff and partners upto-speed with the new requirements.
BARNHART:

With everybody cooped up at home,
rules violations are on the uptick. We’ve had violations
of children riding their bicycles in common areas. Now
if there is a noisy neighbor, you’ve got a dispute
during the business day we wouldn’t normally see. We
have face mask violations. People are all COVID-19
weary, so not everyone is on their best behavior.
DEMILLE:

It will be interesting to see what new
products and new expenses will come out of COVID-19.
We’ve already seen a shift in cleaning supplies, which
initially were priced through the roof if you could
even find them. A lot of companies have stepped up
to the plate and are making cleaning products. We
have to make sure they are effective and approved,
not just something someone pours in a bottle and
slaps a label on. One association wanted patio heaters
for their outdoor space. Those are hard to come by.

SKWERES:

Qualified managers have been hard to
find for a long time. New people are not entering the
industry fast enough to keep up with the demand.
People who are currently working in the industry are
hesitant to make the switch to another company
because sometimes the devil you know is better than
the devil you don’t know. This will probably also get
harder as older managers retire.

BARNHART:

Finding qualified managers is a challenge that never ends. I’m searching for some right
now. There is no training program through colleges
and universities, so people don’t even know we are a
substantial industry. No one goes to school to major
in property management. They all fall in in some
general way. We have kind of a defined pool of candidates we are all trying to pick from.

SKWERES:

I am receiving a lot of calls from currently self-managed associations as boards are
finding out how much work is involved in keeping
their community thriving as it ages. We’ve picked up
a few, but it’s not economical for us to take on the
smallest associations. We refer them to a real estate
agency that might be interested in helping them out.

DEMILLE: Hopefully, when the election issues are
over, people will not be so at odds with each other. I
think the best thing we can do is work to communicate well and to unite our homeowners and bring a
sense of neighborhood back to our properties.
BARNHART:

If we can get the vaccines out to
even more people and start to get everything back to
normal, that’s what we’re all hoping for. Y
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by Gabriella R. Comstock, Keough & Moody, P.C., Howard S. Dakoff, Levenfeld Pearlstein, LLC.,
and James A. Slowikowski, Dickler, Kahn, Slowikowski & Zavell, Ltd.

THE LESSONS OF 2020 AS WE PLAN FOR 2021
For most of 2020, we navigated through unchartered waters. Accordingly, few issues or questions were addressed
by the Illinois Condominium Property Act, Illinois Common Interest Community Association Act, and/or Illinois case
law. Instead, we had to rely on our experience over the years and the plain language of the law that does exist to
advise our clients. Now with approximately ten (10) months of “COVID-19 experience” under our belt, it is time to
make new plans, continue to adapt to current conditions and be ready for what 2021 brings us.

Should we Adopt Specific Rules for
Adherence to Health Guidelines?
Guidelines have been issued by federal agencies, the State of Illinois, and the counties and cities
within the State of Illinois. All have said people
should wear masks when they cannot socially distance. Many Board of Directors have asked time
and time again if they should take the necessary
steps to adopt rules and regulations requiring
owners, occupants, and guests to wear masks,
while in the common areas of the association.
While most of the community associations we represent did not initially adopt rules requiring adherence to applicable State and City guidelines, we
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are seeing that more are reconsidering this position since it appears the guidelines will remain in
effect for most of 2021. A Board of Directors can
adopt rules requiring adherence to applicable
State and City requested guidelines, as well as any
additional reasonable restrictions or requirements
the Board wishes to impose. The Board can adopt
rules which are stricter than the State and City
guidelines.
Even without the adoption of specific rules
requiring the adherence to applicable guidelines,
the Board may rely on the provisions within the
association’s community instruments which prohibit noxious and offensive/nuisance-type con-
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duct. After all, not wearing a mask within the
common areas can be interpreted to be noxious
and offensive conduct as it unquestionably
addresses health and safety. Thus, the issuance of a
violation notice and levying a fine is warranted.
Whether a community association should
adopt such rules is dependent on the community.
Rules may not need to be adopted if the community has been responsive to the reminders posted
throughout the association by the Board of Directors. Yet, rules may be needed where a significant
amount of the residents fall within a high-risk category. Regardless, if the Board adopts a specific rule
or relies on the noxious provisions existing within
its community instruments, a Board of Directors
can only enforce the restrictions if an Owner issues
a complaint. If Owners are not willing to issue
these complaints, specific rules on the topic may
give Owners a false sense of security. It is impor-
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tant for a Board that seeks to enforce guidelines to
continue to remind their Owners that they cannot
do this alone and need the Owners to help be the
eyes and ears of the community.

Issue a Fine or Deny a Rule Violator
the Use of Common Elements?
While fines are the most common consequence to a rule violation, due to the seriousness
of not adhering to guidelines, a more aggressive
approach may be to deny a unit owner use of the
common elements. Certainly, the Board cannot
deny one the right to ingress and egress to their
Unit or the Building, but a common question is
whether they can deny the violating Owner use of
the fitness room, clubhouse, social and meeting
rooms, etc. This is not a settled issue. We do agree
that this consequence could be subject to a legal
challenge. However, a Judge may also look more
favorably upon denying an Owner access than the
Board imposing steep fines. After all, a fine is not
going to stop the spread of the virus, and the
Owner had the choice to follow the guidelines
and use the common elements or not and be
denied access.

• Adhere to all applicable CDC, state, and local
guidelines regarding indoor amenities;

Follow Safety Protocols
for Amenities That Are Open
In 2020, we all saw many community associations keep common amenities closed. However,
this may not be practical for 2021. It is important
for community associations to ensure that proper
safety protocols are followed when reopening
amenities and/or to keep the amenities opened.
The protocols to be followed have been well-publicized and are as follows:
• Decrease maximum capacity (and comply with
any limitations set by your municipality);
• Require reservations (to reduce large gatherings and to assist with contact tracing);
• Limit access to residents only (no guests);
• Increase cleaning and sanitation protocols in
accordance with applicable CDC and IDPH
guidance;
• Re-arrange space to promote proper social distancing (separating exercise equipment and/or
furniture, as applicable);
• Adopt rules regarding use of the amenity
spaces, such as a mask/face-covering requirement during use of amenity;
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• Temporarily close amenities in the event of an
outbreak, and only reopen after proper and
thorough sanitation protocols are completed in
accordance with CDC guidelines;
• Send reminders to all residents of the protocols, policies, and rules, as necessary;
• Update waivers signed by the residents to
specifically refer to COVID-19; and,
• Reduce hours of operation (which will also
allow for additional cleanings).
Like the adoption of rules, whether an
amenity is opened, or remains opened, during the
pandemic is a decision for the Board of Directors to
make. To make this decision, the Board can consider the financial impact on the community,
whether the area is commonly used by the members, whether the residents are cooperating, and it
may consider composition of the community. It is a
good practice, when moving to reopen the amenities for the Board, to make the opening conditional
upon compliance with the protocols remaining
feasible.
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Virtual Meeting Trend To Continue
A small, silver lining of the COVID-19 pandemic is that it has forced community associations
to re-evaluate their practices for meetings. Many
associations are having success with conducting
meetings virtually via platforms such as Skype or
Zoom. This appears to be a trend that will continue
into 2021. Virtual meetings allow more members
to attend the Board meetings. They have also led
to more efficient meetings, with less interruptions.
Like a fine wine, conducting virtual meetings will
get better with age, as people get used to it.
What are some tricks to ensure that a virtual
board meeting is a success? First, the Association
should select a forum that will work best for its
community. Second, just like an in-person meeting,
an agenda must be created and followed. Third,
the host of the meeting must be familiar with the
features of the platform being used, i.e. know how
to “mute all” to avoid interference, others speaking
over one another, and background noises. Fourth,
a process must be adopted to ensure that only
Owners are admitted to the virtual meeting. Finally,
Owners should be required to submit written questions in advance of the meeting.
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Electronic & Absentee Voting
for Annual Meeting
These same tips should be followed during an
annual meeting. In addition, if it was not done in
2020, now is a good time for Boards to review the
association’s rules on how to conduct an annual
meeting and to consider adopting absentee ballot
or voting by acceptable electronic means. For condominium associations, these rules must be
adopted at least 120 days before the annual
meeting. The adoption of such rules will also ensure
that both the members of the Board and the
Owners understand how the meeting will proceed.

Handling Positive Cases of Covid-19
Within Communities
In 2021, we will continue to learn of positive
COVID-19 cases within our communities. It is
important for a Board of Directors to understand
what it can and should do when it becomes aware
of a positive case. Often, when the Board learns of
a case, it is conflicted between privacy concerns
and ensuring the safety of those within the community. Adopting a policy, as to the protocol to be
followed when a case is known, will help to assure
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a resident that they will not be ostracized or targeted, while also ensuring all are safe.
If the person to test positive is a resident, the
Association should send correspondence to the
resident directing him/her to (a) adhere to all
applicable CDC guidelines including self-quarantining; (b) remain in his/her Unit except as necessary
to receive medical treatment and coordinate with
management on when he/she will need to
enter/exit so that the hallways can be cleared to
avoid exposing other residents; and (c) coordinate
with management on trash removal, package
pickup, etc. to ensure no risk of exposure. If applicable, the resident should be encouraged to participate in relevant contact-tracing programs. The
Board should also send correspondence to all residents and unit owners advising of the positive test
and to explain the additional steps taken by the
association to protect the health, safety, and welfare of residents. The name or any identifying information about the resident who tested positive
must not be shared.
If the person who testified positive is a staff
member, the same notice should be sent to the
residents. It is important that the Association
understands its obligations to the staff member or
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employee regarding paid time off and when the
person may return to work. Similarly, the Association must know what to do if other staff members
may have been in close contact with this
employee. It is recommended that the Board consult with legal counsel and, if applicable, the Union
representative, if an employee tests positive.

Plan to Be Proactive in 2021

making the best of it. Technology, looking for new
things to do, and changing how to approach tasks,
has helped him. New forms of entertainment have
helped Jim too, including a neighborhood “wheel
of fortune” contest where the weekly winner
picked a charity and over $1,000 was made in
donations! Fortunately, Jim learned new ways to
stay in contact with family and friends so he can
still carry on. Overall, Jim has learned to adapt.

It is still unknown as to exactly what 2021
holds. We all believe it will be a transition from the
reactiveness of 2020 to becoming proactive, as we
learn to live with COVID-19. We believe that we will
see community associations adopting rules and
regulations and protocols in an effort to maintain a
safe environment. We also believe we will see community associations embrace technology and how
it can help them to be more efficient. While the
growing pains for our new “normal” will continue,
we also believe in 2021 the members of our boards,
through the guidance and wisdom of their managing agents, will be more confident in their administration of their community association. We also
believe community associations will resume
replacement projects, reopen common facilities,
and remain focused on preserving their community.

Look for the Good in This Difficult Time
Yet, all would agree that this is a time to
remember, we are not alone. We will get through
this if we continue to listen to one another, treat
each other with respect, and show grace to one
another. The authors are thankful for this unique
opportunity to collaboratively write this article, that
may not have occurred, without the pandemic. We
all hope you too can find something good from this
most difficult time, and stay healthy and safe.
Gabby, Howard and Jim Y

Embrace Learning New Things
from the Pandemic
These have been difficult times for everyone.
We have all been involved in this industry for over
20 years. Yet, we each have learned something
new. For Howard, this is the first time in his life that
he is working from home for an extended period
of time (more than a day here or there). As the
father of three young children, he has learned to
laugh when one of his children barges into a
ZOOM Board meeting by accident, and he has also
learned that a 10 minute walk with your dog midday is quite therapeutic.
While prior to the pandemic, Gabby commonly worked from home, she has learned what a
different experience it is when you “can” work from
home versus you “must” work from home. Last
spring her home was a remote office for Keough &
Moody, a college campus and a high school. She
and her husband are grateful for having more time
than ever expected at home with their teenagers.
The pandemic has taught (and continues to teach)
Gabby that life is not black and white, and we
need to adjust our mindset to balance our physical
and mental well-being.
Jim’s experience has been difficult and having
a wife who is a medical professional has added
another layer of the unknown. Jim has learned to
adapt to new lifestyles with limited options, while
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by Kevin D. Kelly, Locke Lord LLP

Medical Leaves of Absence for Union Door Staff and Janitors in the Chicago Area
Union door staff and janitors in the Chicago area have extensive rights to take job-protected leaves of absence
due to medical reasons. Their rights derive from applicable collective bargaining agreements (“CBAs”) as well
as federal and state laws, including the Family and Medical Leave Act (“FMLA”) and the Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”).

B

ecause employee rights to leave under CBAs
overlap with leave rights under applicable
laws, employers often have difficulty navigating the
many contours of these leave requirements. This
article summarizes some of the key parameters
employers need to heed. Because the Families First
Coronavirus Response Act (“FFCRA”), which provides
employees with specific leave rights for absences
related to COVID-19, will sunset on December 31,
2020 and there is no certainty it will be extended,
this article will not discuss the FFCRA and its impact.
Regardless of whether the FFCRA is extended, however, an employee who is unable to work for an
extended period of time due to COVID-19-related
complications may be entitled to leave under the

applicable CBA, the FMLA, or the ADA in any event.
Under the Apartment Building Owners and Managers Association (“ABOMA”) janitorial CBA,
employees with one or more years of service are
entitled to take up to six months of unpaid leave for
medical reasons in any 12-month period. This allotment increases to one year if the employee is unable
to work due to a work-related injury. Under the
ABOMA door staff CBA, employees with five or more
years of service are entitled to take up to one year of
unpaid leave for medical reasons in any 24-month
period. Door staff with less than five years of seniority are entitled to shorter amounts of leave,
although employees with less than one year of
service are not entitled to any leave under the CBA.

Note that in addition to these extended unpaid leaves
of absence, both the ABOMA janitorial and door staff
CBAs provide for a certain amount of paid sick days
to be used by an employee to receive pay during an
otherwise unpaid leave of absence. Importantly, the
ABOMA janitorial and door staff CBAs contain waivers
of the Chicago Sick Leave Ordinance, meaning that
employees working under these CBAs receive only
the benefits provided by the CBAs and not what is
provided by the Chicago Ordinance. For instance,
although the Chicago Ordinance allows employees to
take paid sick days for family member illnesses, the
ABOMA CBAs allow for paid sick leave only for an
employee’s own illness.
In addition to the leave rights guaranteed by the
CBAs, employees have rights to leave under the
FMLA and the ADA. The FMLA applies to employers
with 50 or more employees, while the ADA applies to
employers with 15 or more employees. Many condo-

Property • Casualty • Employee Benefits • Workers Compensation
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minium associations have fewer employees than
these thresholds require, but that does not mean an
association is free of obligations under the FMLA
and ADA. This is because of a concept known as
joint employment. Under the FMLA and ADA, an
employee can be deemed to be employed by any
entity that exercises substantial control over his or
her work. Because many condominium associations
retain a management company to direct and control
building staff, employees may claim that they are
employed jointly by the association and the management company and that the 50-employee threshold
(for FMLA coverage) should be evaluated by totaling
the employees of the association as well as the management company. With many management companies employing far more than 50 employees, this
means that, for practical purposes, many associations have obligations to their employees under both
the FMLA and ADA.
The FMLA entitles an eligible employee to up to
12 weeks of leave in a 12-month period. An
employee is eligible for FMLA leave only if he/she has
worked for the employer for more than 12 months
and has worked at least 1,250 hours in the preceding
12 months. Employees can take leave under the

FMLA when they have a “serious health condition”
that precludes them from performing the essential
functions of their job. They also can take FMLA leave
for other reasons, including family member illnesses
and the birth or adoption of a child.
The ADA obligates employers to reasonably accommodate employees with disabilities. A leave of absence
from work is a form of reasonable accommodation,
but a leave of absence is required as an accommodation only when the leave is relatively short and is for a
definite period of time. Unlike the FMLA, the ADA
applies at the start of an individual’s employment and
regardless of the number of hours an employee has
worked. The ADA also requires that employers consider other reasonable accommodations (e.g., modifications to the job or the way in which it is performed)
to allow an employee with a disability to continue to
work. In addition to the FMLA and the ADA, Illinois
law requires that employers accommodate women
with pregnancy-related complications with time off
work as necessary.
All of an employee’s leave entitlements—i.e.,
those under a CBA and those under applicable
law—are designed to run concurrently. In other
words, the leave provided under the CBA does not
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add to the leave an employee may be entitled to
receive under the FMLA or ADA—all leaves run
together. However, in order to ensure that all of an
employee’s leave entitlements run concurrently, an
employer must comply with all of the notice obligations required by law, particularly under the FMLA,
which obligates employers to inform employees that
time off work counts against their FMLA leave entitlement. For example, many employers mistakenly
believe that the FMLA doesn’t apply when an
employee has a work-related injury and is receiving
workers’ compensation benefits. If an employer forgets to designate leave taken for a work-related
injury as FMLA leave, an employee who took three
months off for a work-related injury could return to
work and then a few weeks later request 12 additional weeks of FMLA leave.
Navigating the maze of employee leave entitlements is a complex endeavor that requires careful
attention to detail. Property management should
consult with counsel if they need clarity regarding the
confluence of leave requirements. Y
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by Diane F. Pagoulatos, Homeowner and Board Member

Quirks and Perks of Community Association Living in Pandemic Times
These are strange times in community living. Covid-19 has caused many residents to be at home and experience
new realities in their environment. Community residents are noticing more about their environment both inside
and outside their units. This involves noticing the capital improvements which have been made or need to be made
in their communities.

stalled, swimming pool repairs and resurfacing. Exterior
projects were accomplished before interior projects as exterior projects were more manageable during the pandemic environment.

M

With the lower interest rates, many bankers are receiving
an all-time high level of inquiries for lines of credit and
loans, thus local banks are seeing a tremendous increase
in business.

any residents are working remotely from home
and some have increased time on their hands. All
these new realities have brought a new participation
among home owners attending Zoom Meetings. Many of
these residents have never attended in person Board
Meetings before. They are now involved in matters that
were of no interest to them previously. Apathy has turned
into over involvement among home owners and renters
alike. We are living in a time when community residents
believe “their turf” demands certain rights, which at
times are against the community documents and regulations. Many of these new realities have resulted in the following positive perks.
Board Members and managers alike have stated these resulting Positive Perks:
• Increased regular participation at Zoom Meetings
among home owners in large numbers.
• Increased communication with and requests of Management Companies for repairs pending.
• Increased awareness of the common elements and
limited common elements.

• Demands by the home owners and renters alike to
upgrade, improve, or speed up maintenance and
capital improvements projects on the property or in
their units.
• Demands by Board members to their management
companies for faster vendor bids, maintenance projects to happen at record speed and projects (before
they may have been put on hold).
• Demands by Board members to have their management companies apply for lines of credit and loans so
these long termed planned capital improvements
may happen sooner than their five year plans or Reserve Studies deemed necessary.
Increased Activity for Vendors
This has resulted in an increase of vendor generated business. Vendors are being called on to bid projects such as
balcony restoration, water proofing, pond management
services, supplemental landscaping projects, fire pump
pipe replacements, engineering studies, roofing projects,
added property lighting, exterior painting projects to
buildings and Clubhouses, additional fencing to be in-
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More Questions for Attorneys
Attorneys are experiencing high call rates from residents
to inquire about health and safety issues in Condo buildings and common elements. Questions such as “What can
the board regulate and fine for and when?” Annual Meeting procedures as well as electronic and in person voting
procedures are several of the inquired topics.
Annual Meetings were a challenge this year for many Associations. Election procedures had to be adapted due to the
Covid-19 environment. Assessments, delinquency and lien
questions due to the Governor’s Executive Orders are also
topics of the Manager and Board President concerns. These
increased inquiries and the Covid-19 conditions resulted in
many Zoom Legal Seminars provided by Association attorneys. Community Association Institute (CAI) provided many
National and Local Webinars for Boards, Homeowners and
Managers. These assisted those interested in how to navigate the “new normal” and the decision making processes
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needed to comply with federal, state, city and municipal
edicts amid the Covid atmosphere.
More Complaints & Potential Rule Violations
Also Board Members have noticed an increase in potential
violations, in which community resident owners and
renters have “fought” Boards on “their rights” whether it
is parking driveway rights, expressing political beliefs
through signage, protests involving open or closure of Association pools, denial of use of the Clubhouse facilities
and work out rooms, fireworks usage for cultural celebrations and many more new realities in this age of “at home
community living.”
More Experience & Expertise Being Gained
Board Members and managers have gained expertise in
their individual Association covenants, by-laws, rules and
regulations as well as municipal, state and governmental
regulations. They need to be checking constantly with the
latest CDC guidelines which are regulating human behavior on their properties relative to the pandemic. Being informed is paramount for all involved in community
associations. Knowledge of the covenants and rules and
regulations is vital for community enforcement. Having
documented evidence at hand is of prime importance and
so is patience and consistent enforcement.
A Board Member now needs to be fully engaged in the
complex role of a Board Member if they have not been involved prior to the Covid-19 times. Board Members need
to be aware of the “pulse” of the community. Being aware
of community feelings is a top priority. Monitoring what
happens on the property is of prime importance. “Warming a seat” as a Board Member is history.
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More Stress and Strain
In an age where residents state to managers, that “rules
don’t matter.” “This is my driveway, I can park what I want
there” places stress and strain on managers, Board Members and fellow neighbors.
These are the quirks that were observed by many Board
Members, managers and resident owners along with coping comments.

• Condo common stairwells and hallways were used to
smoke, drink and be away from parental regulations.
Hey my parents are busy on-line! They don’t have
time to watch me!
• Catalytic converters being stolen from cars sitting
idle (not being used) in lots due to pandemic related
remote business at home stays. Bring on that metal
money $$.

• Due to many pools and pool decks being closed this
summer, community residents were sun bathing with
their bikinis and swim attire on driveways and common elements. Not exactly a Baywatch scene!

• Roaming children who normally would be at school
using the common elements as their playground;
skateboarding in the private streets and climbing
trees or running in condo hallways door knocking as
they go. Knock, knock who’s there?

• Board Presidents were met by residents in swimwear
carrying protest signs on their front lawns because
the Board voted to close the Association pool early
last summer. Signs stating “We pay assessments,
open our pools”. Oh the powers of protest!

• Residents complaining that the cars were going too
fast while their children were playing in the main
roadway. Move over Tesla we got a Little Tikes Cozy
Coupe Thunderbird coming our way!

• Plastic kiddy pools were an alternative to Clubhouse
pools, often grounded on driveways and common elements. What a sight from a second floor window!!
• Back yard picnics with portable tables with full food
buffets and lawn chairs on the common elements for
celebrations of Fourth of July that were usually held
on the pool grounds. This activity was a nightmare for
a landscaper who has been working on developing
the turf! Bring on the seed blankets or sod.
• Subdivisions using other subdivision’s common elements as a forest preserve atmosphere for their daily
walks, dog runs, and dog depository grounds. Who
needs a dog run? No doggie bags needed here. It’s
not our property. We can do what we want. No one
knows us.
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• Constructing “mini playgrounds” out of common element landscaping to entertain the children was found
on many properties. Rope swings and tents also were
constructed. Let’s have a Tent Community Sleep over
for the kids at the Clubhouse. I am practicing my
Tarzan call right now.
• Border fencing having to be constructed to keep
neighboring subdivisions from sending playmates
over through the brush border landscaping. I’m sending Ollie over for a play date. Pass him back to me in
about an hour. I have an important Zoom meeting
soon.
• Residents telling landscapers to go home on Saturdays while landscapers play catch up with their
weekly landscaping runs. Your gas motor blower is interfering with my Zoom Meeting.
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Fireworks were released in the
driveways for cultural celebrations with
no regards to safety or Illinois law
fireworks restrictions. Let those fountain
rockets go!” Oh look at those gorgeous
colored embers settling on the new
neighbor’s Volvo!
• Pool wars happening at Zoom Meetings while Boards
wrestled with the dilemma of opening/ not opening
and procedures for their pools. What, I have to bring
my own chair, have my temperature checked? What
is this a hospital or a pool?

• Residents ignoring the Clubhouse fitness closure restrictions and sneaking out in the dead of night in
their underwear to “take a shower” in the Clubhouse
pool locker rooms. Is he wearing briefs or boxers on
the security camera freeze shots? I can’t tell.

• Residents stating that they had prior permission from
the Management to use the Clubhouse for a party
planned a year ago regardless of the pandemic. Residents started singing “It’s my Party and I’ll do what I
want” when told their party was cancelled.

So as we go forward, all Boards and managers along with
their management companies need to navigate the balance of the Covid-19 journey. Here are some parting
thoughts that might be helpful:

• Fireworks were released in the driveways for cultural
celebrations with no regards to safety or Illinois law
fireworks restrictions. Let those fountain rockets go!”
Oh look at those gorgeous colored embers settling on
the new neighbor’s Volvo!

• The awareness of Covid-19 impacted behavior is
always in back of every decision and regulations
formulated.

• Don’t rush to judgements and final decisions.
• Kindness is a useable tool. Smile and look for common
ground.
• Resist the first impulse to say: “Are you crazy? You
want to do what?”
• Breathe deeply and think before you tell someone
your real thoughts. Impulsive emotional comments
will only inflame a situation.
• Everyone is acting under tremendous stress, so realize
it and be part of the solution. Humor can also assist us
through these new realities.
Enforce consistently and regulate wisely! People are
watching! Y

• What is needed is hope, patience, tolerance
and knowledge based decisions.

COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT

Al Schroeder

aschroeder@hhsg.net

Heil Heil Smart and Golee, Inc. has served Chicago and its
suburbs Residential Management since 1885, by combining our
lasting integrity with a cutting-edge approach.

Experienced Leadership,
Todays Technology
5215 Old Orchard Road, Suite 300, Skokie, Illinois 60077
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I N D U S T RY H A P P E N I N G S
East Ontario
FirstService Residential 230
Condominium AssoFirstService Residential Vice President Ian Novak, AMS,
CMCA, CPM, PCAM, was elected Treasurer of the Chicago
Council of the Institute of Real Estate Management (IREM)
in November. IREM’s Executive Council works to provide
education, industry leadership and direction to real estate
managers, residential and commercial management firms
in Northern Illinois. Mr. Novak brings a great combination
of practical residential property experience and managerial acumen to his position while managing a team of regional directors and onsite management staff. During his
long tenure in the industry, he has overseen an array of
condominiums primarily located in Chicago’s Gold Coast
neighborhood and Evanston, Illinois.
FirstService Welcomes Five New Communities: In November of 2020, FirstService Residential was pleased to welcome five new communities to their family of managed
properties.
The Wellington is a mid-rise condominium building in an
ideal Lakeview location, steps from transportation, shopping, Diversey Harbor, Lincoln Park, and the lake. A popular mid-century building, The Wellington was built in
1959 and boasts 18 floors of residences totaling 99 units.
Building amenities at The Wellington include a roof deck
and solarium, dedicated bike room, on-site garage with
monthly parking, 24/7 laundry room, dedicated storage
lockers and a live-in engineer. This quiet, well-run boutique building is pet-friendly and perfect for first time
buyers, families and more.

🎤

ciation is a beautiful
28-story building located in Chicago's
Streeterville neighborhood with 147
private units. Just
steps away from the
lakefront, the Magnificent Mile, Navy
Pier Millennium Park,
and Northwestern
Y Ian Novak
Memorial Hospital.
Living here offers residents the perfect location to access
public transportation to enjoy the entertainment, culture,
shopping, fine dining, and nightlife that the 'Windy City'
has to offer. This full amenity building has a 24-hour doorman, fitness room, roof top pool, sundeck that boasts
spectacular views, and an entertainment room.
5400-5420 North Sheridan Road Condominium Association is a stunning double building in Chicago's Edgewater
neighborhood. It is nestled in a walker's paradise where
residents can run daily errands without a car. This community is steps away from the lakefront, Foster Beach,
Berwyn Red Line stop, express buses, restaurants and all
that Edgewater has to offer.
Midlane Club Townhome Community was built in the mid
2010's. It is located in Wadsworth, Illinois south of Yorkhouse Road and west of Delany Road. The town homes

feature floor plans ranging in size from 1,729 to 1,766
square feet of living space. Amenities include clubhouse
with exercise facility, outdoor pool, and party room. The
association is close to shopping, entertainment, restaurants, forest preserves and the Interstate highway.
Cameo Towers is a friendly and vibrant non-smoking
community located in Elmwood Park, a suburb just a few
miles west of downtown Chicago. Cameo Towers’ location provides easy access to shopping, dining, public
transportation, and entertainment. Building amenities
include central heat and air conditioning, laundry room
on most residential floors, outdoor swimming pool and
sundeck, on-site management office and a penthouse
Hospitality Room that overlooks the city skyline.

2021 IS THE TRIENNIAL REASSESSMENT FOR THE CITY OF CHICAGO

Is Your Condo prepared?
Contact us today about reducing your
2021 Tax Assessment for your Association.

BEHRENS &
TRUONG LLC
312-263-4318
jtruong@behrensandtruong.com | www.behrensandtruong.com
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e have had a mild start with very little snow to
start the winter season. No doubt we will still
have a number of snow events and plenty of
Y Mike Davids
cold stretches. The mild weather was welcome and made it easier to
do things outdoors as we all struggle with Covid-19 restrictions that prohibit indoor options for
dining, recreation, and other activities.
Modern medicine has made great progress against Covid-19 and we now have multiple vaccines
with amazing efficacy becoming available. However, we all still need to be vigilant about practicing social distancing and considering the health of others in all we do until the vaccines are
available to the general public. Like everything else in our lives, the recent holidays were impacted by Covid restrictions. Hopefully you still found safe ways to enjoy the season. At least we
do have hope for a return to something near normalcy at some point this year as long as the administration of vaccines goes as planned.
Our cover story is a report on our annual “Condo Lifestyles State of the Industry” (SOI) program
which was done as a special digital edition. We tried to capture a snapshot of the issues facing
Associations by summarizing the responses to some common questions posed to a panel of experts. We covered a variety of current hot topics including the types of capital projects being
done as well as how Covid is impacting projects and association’s financials.
Our second story by attorneys Gabriella Comstock, Howard Dakoff and Jim Slowikowski provides
a legal update and their perspectives on dealing with Covid-19. Topics covered in this article include rules violations, virtual meetings, absentee voting & elections, handling of positive Covid19 cases and following safety protocols of amenities that are open. Ms. Comstock also provides
a summary of new laws and several court cases that directly impact community associations.
An article in our Board Basics column takes a look at some of the quirky and strange situations
that have occurred at associations during the pandemic. Some tongue-in cheek responses to
these situations are also provided.
Another legal update article provides some examples of why following proper procedures for
meetings and elections is important along with some suggestions on how to ensure compliance
with your governing documents.
An article on properly funding your capital reserve account in advance and our regular Industry
Happenings column also appear in this edition.
There is no way to know when we will be able to resume in-person attendance at events in 2021.
As soon as we know how and when we can hold events, we’ll send out information.
As we welcome in another new year, we encourage you to make your association and your community all it can be. If you have an idea that would benefit other Community Associations, a story
to share, or some advice on how to avoid a problem or overcome a challenge, please call our office at 630-932-5551 or send us an e-mail (mdavids@condolifestyles.net). Y
Warm Regards,
Mike
Michael C. Davids, Editor & Publisher
630-202-3006 / mdavids@condlifestyles.net
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SERVICE DIRECTORY

ACCOUNTANTS

ARCHITECTS/ENGINEERS

ATTORNEYS

CANTEY ASSOCIATES, CPA’S
(630) 681-9400

ENGINEERING
SUPPORT SERVICES
630-904-9100

FULLETT SWANSON, P.C.
(847) 259-5100

ANNUAL ACCOUNTING SERVICES:
Audits Reviews Compilations / Income Taxes
MONTHLY SERVICES:
Collection of Assessments Paying of Bills
Monthly Financial Statements
www.canteycpa.com

CONDO CPA
(630) 832-2222 EXT 113
Contact Brad Schneider • Brad@CondoCPA.com

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Accounting Solutions for Management
Companies & Self-Managed Associations
Audit & Accounting Services
Income Tax Reduction & Planning

CUKIERSKI & COCHRANE, LLC
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

(847) 496-7180

A full-service accounting firm specializing in the
unique needs of homeowners’ associations.
www.ckwcpa.com

PBG FINANCIAL SERVICES LTD
(847) 291-1400 EXT 353
Contact: Steve Silberman, CPA
E-Mail: SSilberman@pbgltd.com
www.pbgltd.com

ARCHITECTS/ENGINEERS
BTL ARCHITECTS, INC.
(312) 342-1858
Bringing Buildings Back to Life
Contact Delph Gustitus
www.btlarchitects.com

BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
CONSULTANTS, INC.
(847) 454-8800
Experts in Evaluating and
Solving Building Problems
ROOFING I WATERPROOFING | FACADES I PARKING GARAGES
WINDOWS I RESERVE STUDIES I TRANSITION STUDIES
info@btc.expert

KLEIN AND HOFFMAN
(312) 251-1900
Architectural & Structural
Engineering Solutions
www.kleinandhoffman.com
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www.fullettswanson.com

Construction Specifications
Roof Evaluations
Forensic Engineering
Project Management
Contact Greg Lason, P.E.
www.engineeringsupportservice.com

FULL CIRCLE
ARCHITECTS, LLC
(847) 432-7114
Daniel Baigelman, AIA
dan@fullcirclearchitects.com
Capital Improvements • Reserve Studies
Engineering Reports

KEOUGH & MOODY, P.C.
(630) 369-2700
Legal Representation for Community Associations
www.kmlegal.com

LAW OFFICES OF
KEAY & COSTELLO
(630) 690-6446
pcostello@keaycostello.com
www.keaycostello.com

KOVITZ SHIFRIN NESBIT
(855) 537-0500

www.fullcirclearchitects.com

KELLERMEYER GODFRYT
& HART, P.C.
(847) 318-0033
Investigations and Repair
Documents for:
Exterior Walls, Windows, Roofs,
and Parking Garages
Condition Surveys and Reserve Studies
www.kghpc.com

MUELLER AND ASSOCIATES
STRUCTURAL CONSULTING ENGINEERS
(312) 253-7322
Assessment Evaluation & Planning
New Structure Design / Existing Structure Modification
Building Envelope / Condition & Reserve Studies
www.muellerandassociates.org

Advising and Consulting with Business
Owners, Community Association
Law & Collection Services, Construction
Defects, Real Estate Assessed Valuation
Reduction, Litigation, Commercial
Restructuring, Bankruptcy & Creditors' Rights,
Real Estate, Business ,Estate Planning
www.ksnlaw.com

LEVENFELD PEARLSTEIN, LLC
(312) 476-7556
Howard Dakoff / hdakoff@lplegal.com
www.lplegal.com

BALCONY REPAIR
TRG CONSTRUCTION
(630) 231-5700
24 HOURS

www.waldmaneng.com

Structural Repair Services
Balcony Repair/Replacement
Stair Tower Repair/Replacement
Fire and Water Response/Restoration
dwells@trgrestore.com
www.trgrestore.com

ATTORNEYS

BANKING

WALDMAN ENGINEERING
CONSULTANTS
(630) 922-3000

ALTUS LEGAL, LLC
312.450.6655
www.altuslegal.com

ALLIANCE ASSOCIATION BANK
(888) 734-4567

DICKLER, KAHN,
SLOWIKOWSKI & ZAVELL, LTD.
(847) 593-5595

Full service banking and lending solutions for
management companies and associations.
Contact: Diane White
dwhite1@allianceassociationbank.com
www.AllianceAssociationBank.com

Attorneys & Counselors
www.dicklerlaw.com
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BANKING

BUILDING RESTORATIONS

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

CIT
(866) 800-4656

HOLTON BROTHERS, INC.
(847) 253-3886 TEL / (847) 253-3255 FAX

HOME DEPOT PRO
(331) 315-5467

HOA Banking • Internet Cash Management
HOA Loans • Online Payment Services
Thomas.Engblom@cit.com
www.CIT.com

Masonry Repair Services, Tuckpointing,
Caulking and Concrete Restoration
John@holtonbrothers.com
www.holtonbrothers.com

Ask me how you can qualify for our white
glove concierge service & volume pricing
Kathy Sulem
Katheryn_Sulem@homedepot.com

INLAND BANK & TRUST
(630) 908-6708

DAKOTA EVANS
RESTORATION, INC.
(847) 439-5367

DOORS

Tuckpointing ~ Masonry Repairs
Waterproofing ~ Terra Cotta Repairs
Caulking & Sealants ~ Structual Repairs
Cleaning ~ Balcony Restoration
Concrete Restoration
www.dakotaevans.com

DOOR SYSTEMS
ASSA ABLOY ENTRANCE SYSTEMS
1-800-THE-DOOR

Commercial Lending and Community
Association Loan Program
Contact: Timothy J. Haviland, CMCA
www.inlandbank.com

ITASCA BANK & TRUST
(630) 773-0350
“Together We’ll Shape the Future”
www.itascabank.com

ENTERPRISE BANK & TRUST
331-305-0869
Full Service Banking and Lending Services
Specializing in Homeowner Association
& Property Management Solutions
rrowley@sccombank.com
www.sccombank.com

LMC CONSTRUCTION
708-714-4175
Masonry Concrete General Contracting Roofing
www.LMCTeam.com

DYNACO ENTREMATIC
(847) 562-4910

LS CONTRACTING GROUP, INC.
T (773) 774-1122

www.dynacodoor.us

WOODLAND
WINDOWS & DOORS
(630) 529-DOOR (3667)
Window and Related Masonry
Interior & Exterior Doors | Siding & Gutters

QUALITY RESTORATIONS
(630) 595-0990

Loans, Reserve Investments & Lock Box Services
www.communityadvantage.com

W. J. MCGUIRE COMPANY
(847) 272-3330

BASEMENT WATERPROOFING

Tuckpointing, Caulking, Masonry
and Concrete Restoration

THE REAL SEAL, LLC
(847) 756-7987

CONCRETE RAISING

austinwerner@therealsealllc.com

www.woodlandwindows.com

DUCT CLEANING
AIRROOT
847-895-9550
NADCA Certified Duct Cleaning Company
www.airroot.com

AIRWAYS SYSTEMS, INC.
630-595-4242

CRC CONCRETE
RAISING & REPAIR
(847) 336-3400
We Save Concrete, You Save Money!
www.SaveConcrete.com

Cleaning: Air/Laundry/Toilet Exhaust Ducts,
Coils, Trash Chutes, Parking Garages.
Also Air Filters, Belts
www.airwayssytems.com

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

ELEVATORS/CONSULTANTS

G3 CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
630-654-6282

SUBURBAN ELEVATOR CO.
(847) 743-6200

Common Area Restoration Services
www.G3Constructs.com

Simplifying Vertical Transportation
Contact: Max Molinaro
www.suburbanelevator.com

BUILDING RESTORATIONS

Masonry Restoration and Repairs
Tuckpointing - Lintel Replacement
Parapet Wall Repairs - Waterproofing
Caulking - Sandblasting - Modac
www.tuckpointingcontractor.com

High Speed Doors

F (773) 774-5660
Contact: Tom Laird tlaird@lscontracting.com
www.lscontracting.com

WINTRUST
COMMUNITY ADVANTAGE
(847) 304-5940

BRUNO CONSTRUCTION
MASONRY, INC.
773-796-4355

PEDESTRIAN DOORS / REVOLVING DOORS
SECTIONAL DOORS / STEEL ROLLUP DOORS / FIRE DOORS
HIGH SPEED DOORS / DOCK LEVELERS
www.doorsystems.com

FOR DISPL AY OR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DIREC TORY ADVERTISING INFO, C ALL (630) 202-3006
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SERVICE DIRECTORY

ENERGY SOLUTIONS

FIRE/FLOOD RESTORATION

SYMMETRY ENERGY
(630) 795-2594

J. C. RESTORATION, INC.
(800) 956-8844

Natural Gas & Electric Energy
Reliable Service. People You Trust.
Contact: Vickie Farina
Vickie.Farina@symmetryenergy.com
www.symmetryenergy.com

EMERGENCY
CONSTRUCTION GROUP
855-4ECGNOW

Energy Usage, Efficiency & Purchasing
www.naniaenergy.com

Fire alarm / Sprinkler systems
Fire pumps / Fire extinguishers
Backflow prevention
Fire panel / Monitoring
INSTALLATION | INSPECTION | TESTING | MAINTEnance

24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE: (847) 816-0050

PERFECTION PROPERTY
RESTORATION
(877) 962-9644

FACILITY MAINTENANCE

SERVPRO
RESTORATION COMPANY
(773) 337-3900 / SOUTH CHICAGO
(847) 498-8889 / NORTHBROOK

FIRE/FLOOD RESTORATION

Fire/Flood Restoration, Mold Remediation
& BioHazard Removal Services
www.servpronorthbrookwheelingglencoe.com
www.servproevergreenparksouthchicagocity.com

24/7 National Disaster Response
KWatts@actcat.com
www.ACTCAT.comwww.symmetryenergy.com

All types of environmental cleaning.
www.BrouwerBrothers.com

MIDWEST PROPERTY SERVICES, INC.
(630) 656-1000

www.trgrestore.com

Contact: Daniel W.Nicholson
dnicholson@spplus.com
www.spplus.com/FacilityMaintenance

GARBAGE CHUTE CLEANING

HANDYMAN/MAINTENANCE

TRG CONSTRUCTION
(630) 870-0658

Daily Cleaning Services / Power Sweeping and Washing
Painting and General Repairs / Seasonal Services
(Snow/Ice Removal)
Parking Facility, Surface Lot or PedestrianPlaza,

www.usafireprotectioninc.com

BROUWER BROS. STEAMATIC
(708) 396-1444

courtneyschmidt@callperfection.com
www.callperfection.com

SP+ FACILITY MAINTENANCE
(773) 847-6942

ACT / ADVANCE
CATASTROPHE TECHNOLOGIES
888-747-1515

USA FIRE PROTECTION
(224) 433-5724

Contact: Jenny Ruth
jenny@emergencyconstructiongroup.com
www.emergencyconstructiongroup.com

NANIA ENERGY ADVISORS
(630) 225-4554

FIRE SAFETY & PROTECTION

Construction / Maintenance / Painting
Electrical / Snow Removal
"No Job Too Big or Too Small"
service@midproservice.com / www.midproservice.com

HVAC/HVAC CLEANING
BROUWER BROS. STEAMATIC
(708) 396-1444
All types of environmental cleaning.
www.BrouwerBrothers.com

SKYLINE DKI
(708) 629-0563
"Restoring Happiness"
www.skylinedki.com

HAYES MECHANICAL
773-784-0000

BROUWER BROS. STEAMATIC
(708) 396-1444

FIRE SAFETY & PROTECTION

The Right Choice for Single Source Contracting
Since 1918
info@hayesmechanical.com

All types of environmental cleaning.
www.BrouwerBrothers.com

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
FIRE SPRINKLER
ADVISORY BOARD (NIFSAB)

HILL MECHANICAL GROUP
847-451-4200

www.firesprinklerassoc.org

HVAC & Plumbing Services
www.hillgrp.com

CELTIC RESTORATION GROUP
312.636.6873
Fire / Water / Wind / Haz Mat / Asbestos / Lead
Bio / Mold / Janitorial / Construction
Mandy.Manalli@celticrestorationgroup.com
www.celticrestorationgroup.com

GENESIS CONSTRUCTION, INC.
(847) 895-4422
www.genesisconstruction.com

708-403-4468

INSURANCE

CONTECH

THE FIRE ALARM COMPANY

(847) 483-3803

Fire Detection & Signaling Systems
Fire Alarm Systems
Chicago Life Safety Evaluation Solutions
Security Systems/CCTV
Card Access Systems
www.contechco.com

ALLIANT/MESIROW
INSURANCE SERVICES
(312) 595-8135
Nancy Ayers
www.condorisk.com
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INSURANCE

LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS

MOLD REMEDIATION

HOLLINGER INSURANCE
SERVICES, INC.
(847) 437-2184

LANDSCAPE CONCEPTS
MANAGEMENT, INC.
(847) 223-3800

Property Casualty • Employee Benefits
Workers Compensation
www.HollingerInsurance.com

PERFECTION PROPERTY
RESTORATION
(877) 962-9644

www.landscapeconcepts.com

courtneyschmidt@callperfection.com
www.callperfection.com

HEIL HEIL
INSURANCE AGENCY
(847) 530-3888

SEBERT LANDSCAPING, INC.
(630) 497-1000

PAINTERS

www.sebert.com

Contact: Alex Romano or Teri Mlotek
tmlotek@heilandheil.com
www.heilandheil.com

AAA PAINTING & CONSTRUCTION
(630) 231-8350

SEMMER LANDSCAPE
(708) 926-2304

www.aaapaintco.com

gsemmer@semmerlandscape.com

INTERNET TECHNOLOGY
RCN
(312) 955-2400
www.rcn.com/bulkbetter

ABBOTT PAINTING, INC.
(312) 636-8400
(773) 725-9800

LAWN CARE
SPRING-GREEN LAWN CARE
(800) 830-5914

Quality Painting & Decorating since 1973
Our Mission:
Guaranteed Committment to Quality
Now offering Parking Lot Painting
www.Abbottpainting.com

www.spring-green.com

XFINITY COMMUNITIES
1 (800) XFINITY
For more information E-mail:
Xfinity_Now@comcast.com
xfinity.com/xfinitycommunities

JANITORIAL
BUILDING SERVICES OF AMERICA
(630) 783-9570 / (312) 420-2205
Janitorial | Window Washing | Door Staff | Plant Sanitation

Info@bsateam.com

LOCKSMITH

Professional Landscaping and Snow Removal
www.acresgroup.com

ALAN HORTICULTURE, LLC
(630) 739-0205
info@alanhorticultural.com
www.alanhorticultural.com

BALANCED ENVIRONMENTS, INC.
(847) 395-7120 | (630) 916-8830
www.BalancedEnvironmentsInc.com

Locksmith Services, Intercom & Access Control
Systems, CCTV, Overhead Garage Doors
www.nonstoplocksmith.com

MOLD REMEDIATION

Interior & Exterior Painting
Drywall Repair • Metal & Iron Painting
Light Carpentry • Power Washing
Commercial Roofing Repair
cdidech@certapro.com
oswego.certapro.com

CERTAPRO PAINTERS
OF THE NORTH SHORE
(847) 477-2854
Interior & Exterior Painting
Wallcoverings • Decorating • Remodeling
Drywall Repair • Decks & Staining
Tile Installation • Metal & Iron Painting

SERVPRO
RESTORATION COMPANY
(773) 337-3900 / SOUTH CHICAGO
(847) 498-8889 / NORTHBROOK

https://certapro.com/northbrook/commercial-painting-north-shore/

mvelez@certapro.com

Fire/Flood Restoration, Mold Remediation
& BioHazard Removal Services
www.servpronorthbrookwheelingglencoe.com
www.servproevergreenparksouthchicagocity.com

MIDWEST PROPERTY
SERVICES, INC.
630-656-1000
Construction / Maintenance / Painting
Electrical / Snow Removal
"No Job Too Big or Too Small"
service@midproservice.com
www.midproservice.com

www.iltvignocchi.com

CONDO LIFESTYLES

CERTAPRO PAINTERS
OF AURORA
(866) 715-0882

NONSTOP LOCKSMITH
(312) 929-2230

ILT VIGNOCCHI
(847) 487-5200
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info@abcdecoonline.com
www.abcdecoonline.com

Security Camera & Access Control Systems
Intercom & Video Intercom Systems
IT/Networking
Burglar Alarm/Fire Alarm Systems
Emergency Lighting/Fire Extinguishers
Bobby@AbbottProtection.com

LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS
ACRES GROUP
(888) 231-1300 / (847) 526-4554

ABC DECO
(773) 701-1143

ABBOTT PROTECTION GROUP
312-636-8400
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SERVICE DIRECTORY

PAINTERS

PLUMBING

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

TWO JS INDUSTRIES
(847) 757-2901

LIFELINE PLUMBING
(847) 468-0069

FIRSTSERVICE RESIDENTIAL
(312) 335-1950

Email: Jake@twojsindustries.com
www.twojsindustries.com

Plumbing - Heating & Air Conditioning
Water Heaters - Sewer Cleaning & Repair
Hot Water Drain Jetting
www.INEEDLIFELINE.com

www.fsresidential.com

POWER WASHING

FIRST COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT
(312) 829-8900

PARKING GARAGE CLEANING
SP+
(773) 847-6942
dnicholson@spplus.com
www.spplus.com/facilityMaintenance

POWER CLEAN, INC.
(630) 545-9551

PAVING

Mobility Efficiency Safety
Professional Power Washing

Guiding board members since 1988
www.condomanagement.com

G&D PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
(630) 812-6400

powercleaninc@netzero.net
www.powercleaninc.com

DUBOIS PAVING CO.
(847) 634-6089
info@duboispaving.com
www.duboispaving.com

Contact Asa Sherwood

www.gd-pm.com

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

SP+
(773) 847-6942

ACM COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

dnicholson@spplus.com
www.spplus.com/facilityMaintenance

Contact Tom Skweres
www.acmweb.com

A D I V I S I O N O F R E A L M A N AG E , L LC

THE HABITAT COMPANY
(312) 527-5400
www.habitat.com

HEIL, HEIL,
SMART & GOLEE LLC
847 866 7400

(630) 620-1133

Quality, Service, Performance and Integrity

TWIN BROS.
PAVING & CONCRETE
(630) 372-9817

ADVOCATE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
(630) 748-8310

Asphalt Paving & Sealcoating / Concrete
www.TwinBrosPaving.com

Managing in the Chicago Suburbs since 1988
www.advocatepm.com

Contact: Al Schroeder at aschroeder@hhsg.net
www.hhsg.net

HILLCREST MANAGEMENT
(630) 627-3303 / (312) 379-0692
www.hillcrestmgmt.com

PEST CONTROL

ASSOCIA CHICAGOLAND
(312) 944-2611 / (847) 490-3833

ALL-OVER PEST SOLUTIONS
(773) 697-1100

www.associachicagoland.com

KANE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT CORP.
(773) 472-2300

Bed Bug Specialists. Results Guaranteed!
www.all-overpest.com

CHICAGOLAND COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT
(312) 729-1300

Professional Property Management.
Affordable Rate.
Contact: Dennis R. Kane; DKane@KanePM.com
KaneManagement.com

SMITHEREEN PEST
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
(847) 647-0010 / (800) 336-3500

www.chicagoland-inc.com

COMMUNITY SPECIALISTS
(312) 337-8691

MCGILL
MANAGEMENT, INC.
(847) 259-1331

www.communityspecialists.net

www.mcgillmanagement.com

AMS MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
(800) 794-5033

CHICAGO PROPERTY
SERVICES, INC.
(312) 455-0107 X102

NIMROD REALTY GROUP, INC.
(847) 724-7850

24 Hour Service

www.chicagopropertyservices.com

Plumbing / HVAC
Service & Maintenance / Electrical
Systems Integration / Central Plant
Energy Management / Fire Protection
www.amsmechanicalsystems.com

MORE LIVING. LESS WORRYING.

www.smithereen.com

PLUMBING
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Servicing the North and Northwest suburbs
www.nimrodrealty.com
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

REAL ESTATE TAX ATTORNEY

ROOFING

NORTHWEST PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
815-459-9187

KSN TAX
(847) 537-0500

ALL AMERICAN
EXTERIOR SOLUTIONS
(847) 438-4131

www.KSNLaw.com

Residential & Commercial Association Management
CRYSTAL LAKE & GENEVA IL
www.nwpropertymanagement.net
Established 1979

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT SPECIALISTS
847-845-6067

Roofing, Siding & Windows
www.aaexs.com

BEHRENS & TRUONG LLC
(312) 263-4318
Concentrating in Property Tax Appeals since 1976

www.behrensandtruong.com

WORSEK & VIHON LLP
(312) 368-0091

www.Pmgrs.com

www.wvproptax.com

PROPERTY SPECIALISTS INC.
(847) 806-6121

RESERVE STUDIES

www.psimanagement.net

BUILDING RESERVES INC.
1 (877) 514-8256

REALMANAGE
1(866) 473-2573

Easy-to-Read,
Customized Reserve Studies created
by Reserve Specialists & Engineers
www.BuildingReserves.com

www.realmanage.com

REALTY & MORTGAGE CO.
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT

773-989-8000
1509 W Berwyn Chicago IL 60640
Contact: Hugh Rider
www.RealtyMortgageCo.com

SUDLER
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
(312) 751-0900

SUPERIOR RESERVE
ENGINEERING & CONSULTING
(888) 688-4560

RESERVE ADVISORS, LLC
(312) 625-4958

www.sudlerchicago.com

TAIRRE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
(847) 299-5740

Contact Monica Mack
monica@reserveadvisors.com
www.reserveadvisors.com
Long-term Thinking. Everyday Commitment.

tsutton@tairremgmt.com

We manage so you don't have to! ®
Since 1976.

ROOFING
ACTIVE ROOFING CO., INC.
(773) 238-0338/(708) 430-8080
Established 1965
Maintenance & Repairs
Roofing/Sheet Metal/Tuckpointing
www.activeroofing.com

7370 N Lincoln Ave., Suit A, Lincolnwood, IL 60712

www.villamgt.com

REAL ESTATE TAX ATTORNEY

ADAMS ROOFING
PROFESSIONALS INC.
(847) 364-7663

ELLIOTT & ASSOCIATES
(847) 298-8300
www.elliottlaw.com

Roofing • Siding • Windows • Gutters
Maintenance • Capital Budget Projects
A+ BBB Rating
www.abc-usa.com

CSR ROOFING CONTRACTORS
(708) 848-9119
All Types of Roofing
Installation, Repairs & Maintenance
www.csr-roofing.com

D-WING CONSTRUCTION
(630) 688-5160
Your Home, Our Reputation, A+ BBB Rating
www.DWingConstruction.com

www.superiorreserve.com

A remarkably simple reserve study system
Custom, Comprehensive Studies
Conducted by Professional Engineers

VILLA MANAGEMENT
847-367-4808

AMERICAN BUILDING
CONTRACTORS, INC.
(847) 670-1887

Roofing / Siding / Gutters / Insulation
www.adamsroofing.com

HAMMERBRUSH PAINTING
& CONSTRUCTION
(630) 320-9676
Concrete & Masonry / Roofing & Siding
www.Hammerbrush.com

M&T EXTERIORS INC.
(331) 248-0447
Roofing Siding Windows and Service.
www.mt-exteriors.com

MI CONSTRUCTION
AND ROOFING
(630) 241-0001
www.mancioneinc.com

PRO HOME 1
630-517-5797
Siding/Decking/Balconies
Roofing
Specializing in Multi-Family
www.prohome1.com
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ROOFING

SIDING / RENOVATIONS

TOWING

PROHTOP ROOFING
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by Gabriella Comstock – Keough & Moody, P.C.

2020 LEGISLATIVE & CASE LAW UPDATE

While little was done this past year in the legislative branch, due to the pandemic,
we did see quite a few cases decided by Illinois appellate courts related to community
associations. The following is a brief summary of the cases decided and how they may
affect community association living:

tiff’s pool. It was speculative for the Association to conclude that the damage to the

Huntington Club Master Homeowners Association
v. Platinum Poolcare Aquatech, Ltd., 2019 IL App (1st) 190424

assumed the pool was clogged when it was drained when there was no such evidence.

T

he Plaintiff/Association entered into a contract with a swimming pool maintenance

and repair company to have the pool painted and certain repairs completed. While the
pool was being painted, the Association alleged the pool was damaged. Because a
pebble pipe at the bottom of the pool was obstructed, groundwater pressure accumulated under the pool and caused the pool to become buoyant and float out of the
ground. The Association filed a lawsuit against Defendant alleging a breach of contract

pool would have been avoided if the defendant visually checked the pebble pipe after
the pool had been drained. Likewise, the Association’s argument that the defendant
could have taken reasonable steps to prevent the damage to the pool failed, as it
The appellate court found that there was no evidence to contradict the conclusion that
Defendant acted consistently with the standard of care it owed the Association.

Ford City Condominium Association v. Wilmington Savings
Fund Society FSB DBA Christiana Trust, not in its individual
capacity but solely as trustee for BCAT 2015-14BTT, et al.,
2020 IL App (1st) 190112

and negligence, as it alleged that the defendant could have visually and physically

A unit within the Association was sold at a judicial foreclosure sale, and the mortgagee

checked the pebble pipe for any blockages or obstructions. The trial court ruled in favor

of the property was the successful/highest bidder at the sale. Approximately six (6)

of the defendant and granted its Motion for Summary Judgment. The appellate court

months after the judicial sale was confirmed, the Association sent a statutory demand

found that the Association failed to establish that Defendant had an obligation to check

to the new owner of the unit for past due assessments, late fees, and collection costs.

the pebble pipe when performing the work per the parties’ contract. The appellate

A little over a month after sending the demand notice, the defendant made a payment

court found that the defendant was not the proximate cause of the injury to the plain-

to the Association for eight (8) months of regular and special assessments. Defendant
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claimed its payment extinguished the Association’s lien on the property for unpaid,
pre-sale common expenses and collection costs. The Association disagreed and initiated an eviction action. After conducting a trial, the trial court ruled in favor of the
Association. On appeal, the appellate court reiterated that Section 9(g)(3) of the Condominium Property Act required prompt payment to be made by a purchaser at a judicial sale, in order for it to extinguish the condominium association’s pre-sale claims. The
appellate court affirmed the trial court’s ruling that the payment by Defendant,
approximately eight (8) months after the sale, was not prompt. Hence, the Association’s lien was not extinguished. The appellate court upheld the trial court’s award for
specific attorney time entries, which Defendant argued should not have been awarded.

Thomas Miller v. Tamerlane Homeowners’ Association,
et al., 2020 IL App (1st) 191425

Exchange Condominium Association v. Isaiah Hatcher, Jr.,
et al., 2020 IL App (1st) 190146-U
The Association filed an eviction action against Defendant, a condominium unit owner.
Judgment was entered in favor of the Association and against Defendant. The defendant filed an appeal arguing that the trial court did not have subject matter jurisdiction
over the case since the Association failed to properly serve a thirty (30) day notice
demand under the applicable statute. The Association’s initial lawsuit named First
Nations Bank Land Trust and All Unknown Occupants. Defendant Hatcher petitioned to
intervene in the case since he purchased the condominium unit at a judicial sale and
placed the unit in a land trust where First Nations Bank was the Trustee. Hatcher was
the beneficiary of the trust. The Association nonsuited First Nations Bank Land Trust and
named Hatcher as a defendant. Defendant Hatcher argued that the Association failed

Plaintiff filed suit against the Association and others to recover for stormwater damage

to serve the owner of the unit with the required statutory demand notice. Defendant

allegedly caused by changes to certain property. Before withdrawing as counsel for

Hatcher did not deny that he never paid assessments. The appellate court held that the

Plaintiff, Plaintiff’s attorney sent a notice of its attorney’s lien to the defendants. Plain-

Association’s alleged failure to comply with the Act’s notice requirements is not a basis

tiff settled his claims and received monetary compensation from the defendants, or

to challenge the circuit court’s subject matter jurisdiction. The appellate court con-

their insurers, but with the agreement that each party was to bear its own fees and

cluded that the trial court had subject matter jurisdiction over the matter.

costs. Upon learning of the settlement, Plaintiff’s former law firm filed a petition to
enforce its attorney’s lien, as Plaintiff failed to pay the law firm for attorneys’ fees and
costs, pursuant to the parties’ agreement. Most of the defendants objected to the law
firm’s petition. The trial court denied the law firm’s petition. The appellate court ruled
that the trial court properly concluded the law firm did not perfect its lien, since it did
not complete service of its notice of attorney’s lien during the pendency of its representation of the plaintiff.

Acuity Ins. Co. v. 950 West Huron Condominium Association,
2019 IL App (1st) 180743
Plaintiff, Acuity Insurance Company, as the commercial general liability (CGL) insurer,
brought an action seeking a court order that declared it had no duty to defend insured
subcontractor in the general contractor’s underlying third-party action. The lawsuit
alleged that the subcontractor’s work caused or contributed to defects, which resulted
in water damage to condominium units within the Defendant/Association. The subcon-
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tractor’s insurer, who did defend the subcontractor and ultimately settled the claims,

or alteration. Additionally, the neighbor’s injunctive action was denied, as the trial

brought a third-party action against the CGL insurer for contribution to split the costs

court found that they had an adequate remedy at law to seek monetary damages

of the settlement. The trial court ruled in favor of the plaintiff and against the coinsurer,

related to any potential devaluation in their property. The neighbor, who filed the

holding that the CGL insurer had no duty to defend or otherwise split the cost of the

injunctive action, appealed. The appellate court affirmed the trial court’s ruling,

settlement. On appeal, the appellate court ruled that the trial court erred, in that the

holding that the definition of completion, to include substantial completion, was

original lawsuit filed in the general contractor’s third-party action triggered the sub-

proper. As to the claim for an injunction, the appellate court held that the trial court

contractor’s insurance policy, and that both of the subcontractor’s policies covered the

erred in finding “no clearly ascertainable right,” but it properly denied the neighbor’s

same risk. Therefore, both insurers, the CGL insurer and coinsurer, should have shared

injunction, because the neighbor did have an adequate remedy at law. That is, any

equally in the settlement.

devaluation of the property could have been cured with the installation of landscaping

Sherwood Commons Townhome Owners Association
v. DuBois, 2020 IL App (3d)180561
Plaintiff/Association brought an eviction action against a condominium unit owner for
the failure of the owner to pay a water bill assessment. The trial court ruled that based

for a specific cost, and that amount could have been recovered from the neighbor who
installed the wall.

Shannon Court Condominium Association v. Armada Express,
2020 IL App(1st) 192341

on the ambiguity in the governing documents, the water bill was not an assessment

Plaintiff/Association sought to recover the expenses, from the purchaser of the unit at

and, while the owner may owe the water bill, Plaintiff cannot proceed under an evic-

a judicial sale, incurred to make the unit rentable after it took possession of the unit. In

tion action for repayment of the amounts owed for the water bill. Plaintiff appealed the

addition, the Association sought to recover attorneys’ fees incurred to initiate a collec-

ruling. The appellate court held that the Association failed to provide evidence that the

tion action against the pre-foreclosure condominium unit owner. The trial court

water bill was an assessment or that the water bill was owed to the Association, as

granted the Defendant’s motion for summary judgment finding that the rent collected

opposed to a utility provider. The Association, the court ruled, also failed to prove that

by the Association for the rental of the unit was to be applied to the amount claimed

the water bill was a common expense or otherwise “lawfully agreed upon” by the

due and owing for the six (6) months of unpaid assessments, and finding Defendant

owners of the association. Finally, the appellate court held that the Association failed

tendered the amount due pursuant to Section 9(g)(4). The appellate court disagreed

to establish or even prove the amounts owed, which collectively resulted in the appeal

and concluded that pursuant to Section 9(g)(4) of the Illinois Condominium Property

being denied and the trial court’s ruling affirmed.

Act, the Association can only recover the costs that are part of the six (6) month period.

Oak Run Property Owners Association v. Basta,
2019 IL App 3d 180687
Plaintiff/Association brought a lawsuit against adjacent owners (neighbors) and the
sanitary district seeking a court order declaring the rights of the parties as it related to
a retaining wall. The retaining wall was approved by the Association. It was located
within a utility easement approximately two (2) feet from the neighbor’s property line.
The retaining wall was substantially completed, but not yet backfilled or landscaped.

The question then became what costs are part of the six (6) month period. The appellate court looked to see when the expenses were “incurred,” so as to determine when
the relevant expenses should be deemed part of the unit owner’s share of the common
expenses. The appellate court determined that when deciding what is part of the
common expenses, it is not when the expense was paid, but when the expense was
incurred. Hence, so long as the fee was incurred in the six (6) month time frame, it
could be recovered by the Association. The appellate court also held that the rent collected by the Association was to be applied pursuant to the provisions of Section 9-111.1
of the Code of Civil Procedure.

Before this could be done, the neighbors, who did not build the retaining wall, filed a
counterclaim seeking monetary damages and injunction seeking removal of the
retaining wall. While the trial court held that the Association’s governing documents
were not necessarily followed and the wall may not have complied with the provisions

Ruiz v. Cal-Ful Condominium Association,
2019 IL App (1st) 181734

of the governing documents, the court did find that the wall was essentially “com-

Plaintiffs/condominium unit owners alleged a breach of fiduciary duty against mem-

pleted,” pursuant to standard definitions of completion, which included “substantial

bers of the board of directors for settling with the Association’s insurance company for

completion.” This was important as the governing documents provided that no

$51,500.00 and authorizing the demolition of the commercial units following a fire that

approval was required if an action was not filed before the completion of any addition

damaged both commercial and residential units within the Association. While there
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were two (2) Associations, one for the residential units and one for the commercial

missed the plaintiffs’ complaint, based on the directors’ assertion that the unit owners

units, in practice, there was only one Association that governed both Associations. In

could not prevail on a claim of breach of fiduciary duty, as the Illinois Condominium

addition to there being one Board of Directors, one account for both Associations,

Property Act is the sole remedy to unit owners in the event of a forced sale. The appel-

there was one insurance policy for the building. Plaintiffs alleged that the amount

late court concluded that the members of the board of directors’ fiduciary duty

offered by the insurance company to repair the commercial units was grossly inade-

remained in force and applied to bulk sales, pursuant to Section 15 of the Condominium

quate, and the directors breached their fiduciary duty by accepting it. Further, they

Property Act. The appellate court also held that the business judgment rule, which is a

alleged that the directors failed to provide the unit owners with the entire $51,500.00

rule of law intended to protect directors who have been careful and diligent in per-

to repair the units, and it was a breach of fiduciary duty for the directors to authorize

forming their duties and have made honest mistakes in judgment, was not applicable

the demolition of the commercial units prior to investigating whether the demolition

and did not support dismissal of the unit owners’ complaint. The appellate court also

was necessary, obtaining the unit owner’s permission, or verifying that the insurance

concluded that the rescission of the contract was a remedy available to the plaintiffs.

policy would cover the cost of repair and replacement. Defendants argued that Plaintiffs led them to believe there was only one (1) Association and this should prevent
Plaintiffs from asserting their complaint. The trial court agreed with the defendants.
However, on appeal, the Court held that Plaintiffs were not equitably estopped from
claiming breach of fiduciary duties. In its reasoning, the Court stated that the directors’
reliance on the unit owners’ representations that there was only one (1) association did
not lead the directors to breach their fiduciary duties; it led the directors only to exercise those duties in the first place. The Court added that the directors suffered no detriment merely from undertaking those fiduciary duties.

Thai v. Triumvera 600 Naples Court Condominium
Association, 2020 IL App (1st) 192408
Plaintiffs/owners of a condominium unit brought an action against the defendants,
which was the condominium association and members of its board of directors,
alleging breach of fiduciary duty, defamation, invasion of privacy, and violations of the
Illinois Human Rights Act. Plaintiffs alleged that the board members harassed them due
to their Vietnamese national origin and familial status. The trial court granted summary
judgment for the defendants. However, the appellate court reversed the trial court’s

Kai v. Board of Directors of Spring Hill Building 1
Condominium Association, 2020 IL App (2d) 190642

decision. The appellate court found that the legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason that
the board of directors had for initiating the court action against the unit owners (i.e.,
seeking injunctive relief for cleaning, and installation of soundproofing insulation) was

Plaintiffs/condominium unit owners filed a lawsuit alleging that members of the board

not the motivation for the board’s decision. Therefore, the trial court erred in granting

of directors breached their fiduciary duties and committed constructive fraud and civil

summary judgment in favor of the defendants, and the matter was remanded for fur-

conspiracy by forcing a bulk sale of condominium units to a buyer that was controlled

ther proceedings at the trial court level.

by board members on terms that disadvantaged the unit owners. The trial court dis-
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21 Kristen Condo Association v. Pioneer Engineering,
2020 IL App (1st) 191868

Brandenberry Park Condominium Association v. Taleb,
2020 IL App (1st) 200442

Plaintiffs/owners within a condominium association sued an engineering firm and the

Defendant is a unit owner within the Plaintiff/Association, who remodeled his unit. At

engineer who worked for the company alleging negligent misrepresentation as to the

the time of remodeling, the defendant removed a beam partially located in the Unit.

condition of the condominium building. The developer of the Association engaged the

When the Association learned that a wall was removed, it sent a notice to the defen-

defendant to complete a Property Condition Assessment. When selling units within the

dant notifying him that he was in violation of the Association’s declaration, and he

Association, the Developer provided a copy of the Property Condition Assessment to

needed to hire an engineer and/or contractor to replace the structural beam that was

prospective purchasers. Plaintiffs alleged that the defendant negligently misrepre-

removed. Defendant disagreed that the wall removed contained a structural beam. The

sented the condition of the building. The trial court dismissed the complaint stating

Association filed suit against the defendant alleging the defendant remodeled his unit

that the Association failed to state a claim for relief. The Association alleged on appeal

without the approval of the Association, and, as a result of removing a structural beam,

that it stated a cause of action for negligent misrepresentation. With its complaint, the

the ceiling in Defendant’s unit began to sag and the floors in the units above Defen-

Association sought relief alleging that the defendant breached its common law duties

dant’s unit also began to sag. The parties reached an agreement as to replacing the

to prospective purchasers, who relied on the report to decide whether to purchase a

beam and the costs thereto. The Association filed a petition for attorneys’ fees and

condominium unit. Defendant argued that members of the Association could not rea-

remediation costs, seeking a judgment of $48,993.90 against Defendant. After a

sonably rely on its report, as the report stated that it was prepared for the sole use of

hearing, which was not an evidentiary hearing, the trial court entered the monetary

the client, who was identified in the report as the developer, and it also stated that the

judgment against the defendant. Defendant filed a motion to reconsider, which was

report should not be relied upon by others without the engineering firm’s permission.

denied as the defendant failed to present any “new” evidence. On appeal, the appel-

The appellate court held that the defendant knew the developer was using the report

late court found no error by the trial court. The appellate court found no reason to “dis-

for sales of the condominium units and that the complaint adequately alleged that the

turb” the trial court’s determination, and it affirmed the trial court’s finding.

Y

Defendant provided the report in order to provide guidance to prospective purchasers.
The appellate court also held that the report included actionable statements of facts
and not just the engineering firm’s opinions. Hence, the appellate court reversed the
dismissal of the Association’s complaint and remanded the case for further proceeding
in the trial court.
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by Kristofer Kasten, Altus Legal, LLC

Horseshoes and Hand Grenades: Why Procedure Counts
Close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades. It is an idiom that many have heard at some point during their
lives. It is generally used to convey the idea that being almost successful or accurate is not the same as being successful or accurate. It is also a concept that community association boards and managers should keep in mind when
carrying out the operation and administration of the association.

Palm II & Notice Procedures
In 2014, the Appellate Court of Illinois published
its opinion in Palm v. 2800 Lake Shore Drive Condominium Association (affectionately referred to as
“Palm II”), which sent seismic waves shaking the
foundation of our then understanding about what
constituted a board meeting. By this point in time, I
suspect most people working in the community association industry are acquainted with the Palm II decision. Although Palm II may have been a surprise on
some issues, resulting in changes to board operations, there is an aspect of that decision that was not
surprising. At the end of that opinion there is a short
section addressing an issue raised over notice procedures. The Court’s ruling on that issue reaffirmed

well established Illinois law.

Procedural Example
Before proceeding any further, an example would
be useful for illustrative purposes in our below discussion. Imagine that the Greenacres Condominium
is a mid-rise building with a common main entrance,
lobby, and single elevator. The board is planning the
Greenacres Condominium Association’s upcoming
annual meeting at which the owners will elect new
board members. The board also plans to schedule a
meeting of the new board that will be held immediately following the annual meeting. The board sends
out an email notifying the owners of the date and
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time of both the annual meeting and the board
meeting. That email also includes a proxy form. The
meetings are held on the given date. The board then
receives a letter from an attorney representing an
owner. That letter raises various procedural issues
that the board feels are “technical”, but that should
not be the basis for having to redo the election.

Breach of Fiduciary Duty
Returning to Palm II, the relevant issue in that case
to our discussion involves the association’s custom
and practice for giving notice of board meetings. The
association would mail notice of board meetings to
nonresident owners. However, with respect to resident
owners, the association would leave notices in front of
the door of those resident owners’ units. At issue was
whether the board was required to give notices of
board meetings pursuant to a provision of the association’s declaration requiring that notices be mailed to
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owners. The defendant association argued that it did
not have to comply with that declaration provision
because that provision conflicted with the Illinois
Condominium Property Act (the “Act”); specifically,
Section 18(a)(9) of the Act. The association’s argument was based on Section 4.1(b) of the Act. After
reviewing Section 4.1(b) of the Act, the Appellate
Court held that Section did not apply. Accordingly, the
Appellate Court upheld the trial court’s finding that
the board breached its fiduciary duty when it failed to
mail notices of board meetings in accordance with the
association’s declaration.

Compliance with Governing Documents
In Illinois, board members of a condominium
association have a fiduciary duty to the association
and its members. That fiduciary duty includes,
among other things, the obligation to strictly comply
with the association’s governing documents and the
Act. Such obligation has been well established by a
handful of seminal Appellate Court decisions (for
those interested, see: Board of Managers of Weathersfield Condominium Ass’n v Schaumburg Ltd. Partnership; Wolinsky v. Kadison; Litvak v. 155 Harbor Drive
Condominium Assn’n; and Davis v. Dyson). Although
those cases involve condominium associations, the
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Illinois Appellate Court has held that board members
of a common interest community association owe the
same fiduciary duty to their association and members
(see: Chiurato v Dayton Estates Dam & Water Co.).

Strict Compliance
Before we get back to our example, it may be
useful to take a closer look at what it means to
“strictly comply.” Generally, strict compliance is
when something is done in a manner that completely and correctly adheres to given prescribed
requirements. For example, if a meeting notice is
required to contain certain information (e.g., date,
time, location, and purpose) and be given in a certain manner (e.g., mailed within a given time prior
to the meeting), then a strict compliance standard
requires that such notice include all of those elements to be a valid notice.
Now that we have gotten the legal stuff out of the
way, we can use our Greenacres Condominium
example to look at the practicalities of following procedure under a strict compliance standard. But
before we venture further into our Greenacres Condominium example, readers may have noted that the
author omitted several pertinent facts. That was
intentional. It gives us a lot to work with.

01/21

Do E-Mail Notices Comply?
In our example, the board sent out notice of the
annual meeting and board meeting by email. Was
that an appropriate means of giving notice? The
answer is not clear from the facts given in the
example. It depends on the procedure set forth in
both the association’s governing documents and Act
that the board was required to follow. If, prior to
emailing the notices, the board had properly adopted
rules authorizing the delivery of notices by email and
all owners had given written authorization for such
type of delivery, then emailing the notices would have
been an appropriate means of giving notice. Conversely, if no such rules had been adopted, then
notice via email alone would not have been appropriate; instead, notice should have been sent in
accordance with the association’s declaration and
bylaws. However, even if email was an appropriate
means to give notice, that does not mean that the
notice for either the annual meeting or the board
meeting was valid.

How Much Advance Notice is Required?
With respect to the annual meeting, the notice
should have been given not more than 30 days and
not less than 10 days before the date of the meeting,
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as required by the Act. Also, that notice should have
included the time, place, and purpose of the
meeting. In the event the meeting was to be conducted via Zoom, or other video/audio conference
meeting application, then such information should
have been included in the notice. If the notice was
not given within the prescribed time or did not
include the necessary information, then it would not
have been valid.

Posting Notices and Regular Mail
With respect to the board meeting, the notice
should have also been posted in the entranceway, by
the elevator, or other conspicuous locations in the
common elements at least 48 hours before the
meeting. If the declaration or bylaws required notice
of board meetings to be mailed to all owners, and an
owner did not give written authorization for notice to
be emailed, then notice would also have had to have
been mailed to that owner in accordance with the
association’s declaration and bylaws. The failure to
post notice of the meeting, and mail as may have
been required under the declaration or bylaws,
would render notice invalid.

What About Proxies?
Within our Greenacres Condominium example
there are other instances in which following applicable procedure and other requirements would be
essential to validity. For example, the Act sets forth
certain requirements for proxies that are issued by
the association for use in an election of board members. If the association wants to dispense with
proxies and use absentee or direct ballots, then the
board must adopt appropriate rules following the
procedures set forth in the Act. (Note that the Condominium Property Act and the Common Interest
Community Association Act have similar provisions
governing the use of direct/absentee balloting, but
there are differences.)

Consequences of Invalid Meeting
and/or Election
The consequences for a board failing to strictly
comply with the procedures and requirements set
forth in the association’s governing documents or
applicable statute can range from an inconvenience
to monetary damages owed to one or more owners.
For example, if the notice for the annual meeting was
not proper, then the entire election may be invalid
and may have to be redone. Or, if notice for a board

meeting was not proper, then the meeting was not
valid. If the meeting was not valid, then that could
call into question board action taken at that meeting.
Perhaps holding the meeting again with proper
notice can cure any deficiencies and legitimate board
action. But what if such corrective action was never
taken and the special assessment adopted by the
board at the invalid meeting is overturned by a
judge? That special assessment may have to be
refunded, which could be a significant problem.

Close May Not Be Good Enough
Considering the foregoing, the bottom line is that
boards and managers need to understand what procedures apply to any given situation. A board’s fiduciary duty obligates the board to comply with all
applicable procedures and other requirements. The
failure to comply with those procedures and requirements can invalidate the action taken, which can
have further consequences on subsequent actions. In
the world of community associations, close may not
be good enough. If there are ever any questions
about the proper procedure or procedures to follow,
make sure to consult with a knowledgeable professional, such as the association’s attorney. Y
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INDUSTRY HAPPENINGS



I N D U S T RY H A P P E N I N G S

Habitat Company
The Habitat Company, a leading U.S. multifamily developer and property manager, announced today the firm
has been awarded property management of two Chicago
condominium buildings – 899 South Plymouth Court and
South Commons Phase 1 Condominium Association. The
properties will add 1,010 new units to the firm’s condo
management division, effective Jan. 1, 2021, and culminate a year of rapid growth for Habitat, which saw its
condominium portfolio double over the past 12 months.

management of the
724-unit Park Tower
in January, followed
by the 234-unit Metropolitan Tower in
July and the 323-unit
Eliot House in September.

“Our commitment to on-site management, comprehensive operations services and personal interaction with
board members and owners truly resonates with each
association,” said David Barnhart, vice president of condominium management at Chicago-based Habitat. “In a
year that’s been plagued by difficulty and hardship, condominium associations realize the value in partnering
with a firm like Habitat, which has more than 45 years of
experience in successfully navigating through challenging times due to its creative solutions and talented,
robust management team.”

“In the short 18
months that Dave
has been a part of
Y South Commons Phase 1
Habitat’s team, he’s
Condominium Association
helped grow the
Chicago condo portfolio by approximately 110%,” said
Matt Fiascone, president, The Habitat Company. “With
his deep understanding of the condo management
industry, we anticipate his team will continue to meet or
exceed our growth goals. His drive, passion and expertise
has yielded tremendous results and we are very fortunate
to have him as a part of our team.”

The addition of South Commons Phase 1 Condominium
Association, a 760-unit high-rise at 3001 South Michigan
Ave., overlooking Dunbar Park in Chicago’s Bronzeville
neighborhood, and 899 South Plymouth Court, a 250unit high-rise in Chicago’s South Loop, come on the heels
of three other sizable Chicago condominium management contracts awarded in 2020. The firm announced its

Condominium associations managed by Habitat have access to the same comprehensive suite of services Habitat
provides at the properties in its rental management portfolio, including a mobile work order system, on-site management team, and extensive engineering and facilities
experts to ensure each building is well-maintained with
capital improvements planned and expected.
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Y 899 South Plymouth Court
“Whether it’s our monthly Coffee and Conversations
meetings with owners or the personal connections
forged by our on-site teams, Habitat is well-suited to
continue growing its management portfolio of condominium buildings in metropolitan areas like Chicago,”
noted Barnhart.
Habitat’s condominium portfolio now includes 14 associations and 5,071 units under management in Chicago
and Southeast Michigan. Future growth will continue
with a focus in markets where Habitat has a presence,
allowing for a faster onboarding for new associations,
according to Barnhart.
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by Salvatore Sciacca – Chicago Property Services

Top 10 Reasons Why You SHOULD Serve on the Board
Over the last 20 years, community association living has exploded across the United States. In Illinois alone, there
are more than 25,000 associations. Homeowners have bought into associations with the hope that the experience
will be less demanding than owning a single-family home and more enjoyable since there are other homeowners
living closely together within the same community.

U

nfortunately, more often than not, homeowners buy into community associations
without realizing that there are duties and obligations
as a homeowner that are amplified for those serving
on the board.

Shortage of Volunteers
As a result of the unexpected time commitment
required to serve on the board, there are frequently
shortages of homeowners willing to serve as volunteer board members. In relation to this shortage,
community associations around the United States
struggle to find volunteers to serve on the board.
Whether there is a 10 unit building with only 3 board
of directors or a 100 unit building with a 7-person
board, associations sometimes do not reach quorum
to have an election or don’t have enough volunteers
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10 Reasons to Serve on Your Board:

to fill the open positions.

10. Keep abreast with association issues. It is impor-

Causes of Volunteer Shortage
In some cases, the governing documents are at
fault. For example, there is one particular association
that I know with only 13 units that requires a 7person board according to their governing documents. How realistic is this? This is the fault of the
developer who hired an attorney who used a boiler
plate template from a larger building and did not
bother to review the details of the document and just
reused it for a smaller building.
In other circumstances, homeowners are reticent
to volunteer due to their experience attending board
meetings that were not well run and left a poor
lasting impression upon them. Other causes include
apathy or a lack of understanding of how important

01/21

serving on your board can be. Regardless of the reasons for a shortage of homeowners, there are actually many strong reasons as to why homeowners
should volunteer for the board.

tant to know what is going on around the association so you can determine what is important to
address and what are the priorities. The more
knowledgeable you are, the more effective you
are as a board member and decision maker. This
applies to other areas in life such as your career
and personal life.

9. Develop relationships with the other homeowners.
Contrary to popular belief, it is better to get to
know the homeowners within your community
than to avoid them. Eventually, you will need
other people to serve on the board and you will
need others to support your vision for the
association.
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8. Refine your decision-making skills. Believe it or
not, serving on the board can enhance your decision-making skills and it is an excellent opportunity to do so. We all need to make decisions in
life and if you have difficulty pulling the trigger
when it comes to decision making, then jump on
the board and use the opportunity to get out of
your comfort zone.

7. Leave a legacy. Imagine serving on the board and
creating an amazing well-run community that is
well funded, well maintained and has wonderful
curb appeal. This is certainly possible if you get on
the board and make it happen. And once you sell
your unit, you will be very happy you invested the
effort as your ROI will be well worth the time you
spent.

6. Develop and enhance leadership skills. Serving on
the board is NOT a thankless job. It is an opportunity to refine your leadership skills. All employers
are looking for employees with some level of leadership skills and the better your leadership skills,
the more valuable you will become for your company. Even for those who are self-employed have
opportunities to become a better leader by volunteering for the board.

5. Learn to work as a team. There is no “I” in teamwork and it is important that the board work
together as a team. Whether you work for a company or are self-employed, you will need to work
with others and volunteering for the board is a
great way to enhance teamwork skills.

4. Learn the art of displeasing. This is one of the
more significant challenges of serving on the
board for some people. For example, some board
members have a really difficult time raising
assessments because they think the other homeowners will be upset. In actuality, the consequence of not raising assessments is worse. The
association then cannot pay for necessary repairs
and will have to steeply raise assessments down
the road or will almost certainly have to pass a
special assessment. Get on the board and learn to
displease with ease and you will reap the benefits
of this important skill set.

3. Directly influence the resale value of your investment.
Everyone wants to reap a financial reward for
their investment. By serving on the board, you
have a direct say and impact on your ROI.

2. Enhance your ability to influence others. Don’t you
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want to learn how to better influence others?
Serving on the board is a great way to learn this
skill set especially if you want to get something
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done that is not a popular idea. For example, let
us say you want to redecorate the interior lobby of
the main entrance and it is not popular with the
other board members. Do you stop and give up?
No, you find a way to influence the other board
members and find a way to convince them of all
the wonderful benefits of enhancing the lobby
through a redesign.

1. Determine who is the management company. This is
a huge reason and a reason alone to serve on the
board. The difference in the quality of management services from one company to the next is
often times very large. And if you care enough
about your assessments and how they are spent,
then this is a great reason to volunteer and make
a difference on who is the associations’ management company.

SUMMARY
Many people who buy into an association do not
attend board meetings and don’t ever serve on the
board for various reasons. However, the reasons to
serve on the board far outweigh the reasons to not
serve on the board when you really get down to it.
Make a difference, enhance your professional skills,
and serve on the board. You will reap the rewards
and gain from it in more ways than one. Y
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by Nik Clark – Superior Reserve Engineering & Consulting

Pitfalls of the “We’ll Just Write a Check” Method of Reserve Planning
“Our unit owners can afford to just ‘write a check’ as needed for future capital projects. They understand their
obligation but they’d rather keep their money personally invested until the association undertakes the projects.”

I

f everyone was going to live in a unit in perpetuity, and they understood and accepted the
potential for large unexpected special assessments,
this would be a viable option. With that said this is
something that "sounds good in theory, but doesn't
work in practice". No one stays in a unit forever.
First, my bias... I am the owner of an engineering/consulting firm that specializes in reserve
studies as well as transition defect studies and engineering evaluations. I’ve spoken to thousands of
association boards and hundreds of trade conference
audiences. If I had a dollar for every time I have
heard the above excuse (over the past 16 years of my
career) for not conducting a reserve study OR
choosing not to fund reserves it would pay for your
next special assessment.

What About When A Resident
Moves In or Out?
So let’s say everyone in an association is well
funded and wants to just "write a check". OK... What
about when they move out?
Are they going to write a check, upon the sale of a
unit to cover the unfunded reserve expenditures
coming up? (not likely... "Hey... I'm out of here... but
oh... the roof is coming up... Here's a check for
$5,000... See ya!" (if this happens please let me
know. I’ll wait)
Is a new unit owner going to shrug and say "well I
can afford it" when you ask for $10k for an assessment 1 year after they move in? For a roof that wore
out over 20 years? "Welcome to the neighborhood!"
Financially sound real estate buyers didn’t get finan-

cially sound throwing around money to cover the
poor financial planning of others.
The counter argument would be to say "Oh... well
a potential buyer would take upcoming assessments
into consideration in their purchase price." But how
would they do this? How would they know how much
less to offer. How would they know what their units
portion of an upcoming special assessment would
be? Only a (quality) reserve study can tell you how
under- funded a reserve fund is. Is a seller going to
want to spend thousands of dollars for a reserve
study that documents for a potential buyer just how
underfunded their reserve fund is? Stated differently.
Is a seller going to spend money on something that
will reduce their sale price and/or make it more difficult to sell their unit? Is any buyer going to commission a reserve study (for thousands of dollars) so
they can make an appropriate offer to purchase in
consideration of upcoming special assessments?
Remember, it’s not enough just to have their home
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inspector opine on the individual unit or S.W.A.G. a
guess on how underfunded reserves are. Beyond the
unit there are roads, site elements, perhaps amenities (pool, clubhouse?) A home inspector isn’t qualified to assess reserve balances for all that. And a
buyer might pay for a home inspection but they
aren’t going to spring thousands of dollars for a
reserve analysis of the whole property for a unit they
aren’t sure they would want to purchase. They will
likely just move along to the next showing on their
real estate agent’s itinerary.

Disclosure and Non-Disclosure
If your association already has a reserve study that
identifies the degree of underfunding, that is material information you would need to disclose to every
potential buyer. Real Estate agents are going to love
that disclosure packet “So here we have this gorgeous unit. It’s pricey... But isn’t it beautiful... Oh by
the way, this association has no reserve funds, so
here’s the reserve study showing the potential for
countless special assessments... So do you want to
offer their list price?”

Non-disclosure is not an option either. Being
aware of underfunded reserves and not disclosing
that to a buyer exposes the seller to a high risk of
legal liability. Real Estate isn’t ‘buyer beware’ like a
used car. You are required by law to disclose material
information. And it’s easy to prove a seller was aware
of under-funded reserves. When the buyer of your
unit gets hit with a surprise special assessment have
your attorney on speed dial. It will be easy to document in the discovery process of a lawsuit that an
association had a reserve study, it was provided to
unit owners, and drastically under-funded reserves
were not disclosed to the buyer. Now you can get out
your checkbook for the amount you didn’t contribute
to the reserve fund AND the attorney fees of your
unit’s buyer (along with your own attorney fees).

Some Appear Wealthy as they Live
on the Edge of Solvency
There are other pitfalls of the "our unit owners just
write a check" method. Having artificially low monthly
assessments that do not include monies for an appropriately funded reserve misrepresent the true cost to
live in a condominium. You may think everyone in an
association is wealthy enough to just write unexpected
checks for unknown amounts of money. Are they?
Some people who appear wealthy are living on the
edge of solvency. You may think that every buyer of a
unit (even a very high end unit) would be well funded
enough to just "write a check" but the propensity of
people who desire "nice things" to purchase something they have to stretch to afford happens all the
time. Do you want buyers who want to get into an
exclusive condo community so bad they extended
themselves to get a unit for which they could afford
the mortgage, but not the special assessments?

Run Your Association As a Business
Realistically you are going to need a reserve study
either way. But if you are going to have a reserve
study done, you have identified the capital expenditures that ARE looming. From an accounting standpoint, the future expenditures are already being
incurred. Run your association like a business. If a
public company didn't reflect depreciation on their
balance sheet they'd be falsifying financial documents. They'd be over-valuing the business by having
asset values that aren't accurate. If the useful life of
your associations roof is 90% gone, it only makes
good business sense that your reserve fund should
already contain funds to cover value of the useful life
that has already been consumed. Anything less is bad
business practice, misstates the value of the assets
(units) and is a disservice to current and future
association members. (in my professional opinion
based on experience and observation) Y
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